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ABSTRACT
The Cinematic Treatment of Tableaux Vivants in D.W. Griffith’s
Broken Blossoms

by

Sheikh Deen

Advisor: Matthew K. Gold.

D.W. Griffith's (January 22, 1875–July 23, 1948), one of the iconic American film
directors of early silent cinema, felt his film Broken Blossoms (1919) to be his one art film and is
considered to be an exemplary film in Tableaux Vivants1 usage. When this Tableau skillfully
employed, the effect can be dramatic, for it bridges the gap between theatre, sculpture, literature,
and poetry. To better understand how Tableau works in Broken Blossoms, this study intends to
analyze several scenes by showing how Griffith employs innovative film techniques within scenes
through bodily gestures, motifs, and poetic stanzas to skillfully describe the language of cinema
through visual information.
The pattern set by Griffith in these Tableaux Vivants scenes not only as he says, “make you
see,”2 but rather draw a more significant meaning to reality. For example, the way
Griffith’s Broken Blossoms exposes social injustice and the ideology from which it stems from his

1

A tableau vivant (often shortened to tableau, plural: tableaux vivants), French for 'living picture', is a static
scene containing one or more actors or models. They are stationary and silent, usually in costume, carefully
posed, with props and/or scenery, and may be theatrically lit. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tableau_vivant.
For further reading of Tableau Vivant, see chapter 1of this thesis.
2
Lewis Jacob. The Rise of the American Films (New York: 1939), 119.
iv

protagonists Lucy and the Yellow Man and their misogynous affair. Griffith’s imagery of the
Yellow Man’s drug abuse, and Lucy’s downtrodden life, which is continuously abused by her
father, Battling Burrows, thus questions our notion of the physical world, confronting reality. Many
of these seeming revelations are accurate or not correct, yet, some truth is bound to come to light
here and there. Nevertheless, Griffith was aware that this task required of him not only the
rendering of our environment but the exposure of bias.

v
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Introduction.

“The task I am trying to achieve is to make you see.”3
D.W. Griffith

The era of silent films, which began circa 1894, was filled with chance and risk. Producers
and filmmakers took chances with new technology leading to a mesmerized public and enhanced
methods of communication as well as methods of mass-produced entertainment media. Within this
period, D. W. Griffith created works for which the film world is forever indebted. However, in the
1910s, Griffith was eager to explore the artistic potential of the new medium of film to prove that it
was “more than just a technological fairground amusement for the masses.”4 During this decade, he
transformed this new medium by combining the crafts of photography, cinematography, theater
staging, acting, plot lines, writing, painting, and set design into a narrative form. Starting with his
Biograph Studio years, which encompass 1908-1913, he invented the filmic craft and improvised
upon it, one being-the close-up shot. However, it was not until the period of 1914-1919 that his
work became significant with the making of Birth of a Nation (1915), Intolerance (1916), and
Broken Blossoms (1919). All were films that gained him national notoriety.
Although there had been significant developments in silent films before him, Griffith
introduced a broad transformation based on the introduction of many new filmic elements, the most
important of which was editing. This transformation was defined as a liberation of film from its
dependence on theater. With Griffith, the film developed its language; Christian Metz

3
4

Lewis Jacob, The Rise of the American Films (New York: 1939), 119.
Anton Kaes. “Silent Cinema.” Monatshefte, vol. 82, no. 3 (1990): 246. www.jstor.org/stable/
1

describes this new filmic development as, “the second complex of codified constructions,
something ‘beyond’ the image.”5 Tom Gunning, a Griffith scholar, agrees, “This new language
rests on spatial freedom unavailable to the theatre, mobility of point of view and analysis of space
through editing, exemplified by the use of the close-up.”6 He further states the notion that “We are
dealing with a particularly complicated process of signification one that cannot be understood as
simply decoding but through interpretation.”7 Gunning attempts to clarify this complex form of
Tableaux Vivants framing seen in many of Griffith’s films. The Tableau Vivant represent fixed
moments that halt the narrative development of the story and introduce stasis into the movement of
the play.”8 The action freezes during a short period, a point at which the actor’s gestures were
uniquely capable of expressing the full significance and all the implications of the story.9
For example, a Tableau Vivant framing in a scene from Griffith’s A Corner in Wheat
(1909), illustrates how the “breadline stands out as a particularly excessive moment in which the
frozen gestures of the actors draw attention on the shot as an image pregnant with meaning…this
shot in which there is no motion for the entire duration….”10 Here, Gunning demonstrates how this
particular cinematic shift impacts the viewer’s perception, and though no rationale for Griffith’s
use of this unusual technique is never fully explored by Gunning, the image which depicts men
waiting on a long breadline, thus the frozen position of the shot, seemingly represents the
anguished expectation of a meal. However, the breadline Tableau has an excessive quality that no

5

Quoted in Tom Gunning, D. W. Griffith and the Origins of American Narrative Film (Urbana: U of IL,
1991), 34.
6
Ibid., 35.
7
Ibid., 292.
8
Ibid., 88
9
Ibid.
10
Ibid., 247.
2

interpretation seems to exhaust, which draws attention to the shot as an image.11
On the other hand, Eileen Bowser writes that the Biograph Bulletin12 describes A Corner in
Wheat bread line’s frozen position as “an animated reproduction of Jean Francois Millet’s
masterpiece, ‘The Sowers’.”13 Here, the reproduction of famous paintings known as the theatrical
tradition of “Living Pictures,” poses actors to recreate the medium.14 According to Gunning, the
use of Millet15 paintings carries connotations other than the reproduction of a famous painting.
Gunning notes that “Millets work had been seized upon by socialist and agrarian reform
movements…as a plea for the wretched of the earth, stark images of the oppression of rural labor…
relates to the fabric of the film’s social argument and possibly forms.”16 Griffith cameraman, Billy
Bitzer, not knowing much about art, wrote in his memoirs that these paintings “study closely the
lights and shadows of reverse-light pictures, like ‘The Gleaners’ with the foreshadows on the field
of stubble,”17 capturing the broad and minute details.
This thesis seeks to explore how the principle of the Tableau Vivant as a typical pattern in
Broken Blossoms employs Griffith’s methods. The Tableau Vivant, as defined, is “a scene
presented on stage by costumed actors who remained silent and motionless as if in a picture.”18
Dominique Jullien notes that this trope is a “historically dated cultural practice, both as a social

11

Ibid.
A journal that the Biograph Studio uses to promote its film.
13
Eileen Bowser, ed., Biograph Bulletins, 1908-1912 (New York: Farrer, Straus, and Giroux, 1973), 150.
14
Ibid.
15
The Sower is Millet's most famous theme and, one he repeated several times between 1850 and 1870. For
Millet, the subject expressed profound personal and religious beliefs. However, his first version (now in the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston) aroused a storm of controversy when it appeared in the 1850 Paris Salon.
Viewers were shocked by Millet's heroic treatment of a lowly peasant at a time when the situation of the
French rural poor was degrading, and socialism threatened bourgeois society.
https://www.wikiart.org/en/jean-francois-millet/the-sower-1850
16
Tom Gunning, D. W. Griffith and the Origins of American Narrative Film, (Urbana: U of IL, 1991), 251.
17
Billy Bitzer, His Story: The autobiography of D.W. Griffith’s Master Cameraman (New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, 1973), 83-84
18
American Heritage Dictionary, 2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1980).
3
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pastime and an art form, which reached its climactic popularity during the Second Empire,
precisely in the same year as Flaubert’s novel, Salammbo.”19
The Tableaux Vivant depicted in Broken Blossoms has many similarities to painting, poetry,
and theater. This art form was an ideal vehicle used to express an artistic suture (a gap) in
Flaubert’s novel, Salammbo (1916). According to Jullien, Salammbo talks of Orientalism, “which
blends beauty and horror in a way that Flaubert considered a quintessentially Oriental synthesis:
the relentless cruelty of scene after splendid scene…links Tableaux Vivants and the aesthetics of
sadism.”20 Although Griffith’s Broken Blossoms has many traces of an Oriental theme, Griffith did
not intend to make such an emphasis, as did Flaubert’s Salammbo.21 He wanted to shy away from
such themes in his new film. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915), considered a racist film by
many African Americans and sparked a nationwide protest by the NAACP22 to ban this film
because it portrays black men “as unintelligent and sexually aggressive towards white women and
present the Ku Klux Klan23 as a heroic force.”24
According to Susan Koshy, “other critics have treated Broken Blossoms independently
of Birth and can, therefore, take its poetic treatment of the relationship between the Yellow Man
and Lucy as testimony of Griffith liberalism.”25 Griffith’s Broken Blossoms was adapted from
Thomas Burke’s short story, The Chink and the Child, telling the miscegenous love story of a

Dominique Jullien, “Quelque chose de rouge.” On the aesthetics of tableaux vivants in Salammbo, MLN
128, no. 4 (2013): 762, https://muse.jhu.edu/
20
Ibid.
21
Flaubert’s novel was centered on misogyny, slavery, and rape.
22
The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) is a civil rights
organization. They made a nationwide appeal to boycott this film premier and distribution.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NAACP
23
An American white supremacist hate group, whose primary target are African Americans.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ku_Klux_Klan
24
Eric M. Armstrong, (February 26, 2010). "Revered and Reviled: D.W. Griffith's 'The Birth of a
Nation'". The Moving Arts Film Journal. Archived from the original on May 29, 2010. Retrieved April
13, 2010.
25
Susan Koshy “American Nationhood as Eugenic Romance.” Differences 12.1 (2001), 52.
4
19

Chinese shopkeeper and a young English girl. The Chinese protagonist is named Cheng Huan, but
referred to in Burke’s story as “the Chink.” Koshy notes that “Griffith wanting to avoid the
derogatory connotation of the term “the Chink,” substituted it with the generic label “the Yellow
Man.”26
Koshy notes that “Griffith representation of the Yellow Man in Broken Blossoms is
antiracist… in relation to the contemporary representation of “Orientals”27 She notes that:
The period of the film’s release was a time of virulent anti-Asian sentiment, and Asians
came to be associated in the public discourse on immigration restriction, job competition,
urban reform, and overseas expansionism with filth, degeneracy, immortality, and
treachery. In the arena of cultural production, stereotypes of the “good” and the “bad”
Oriental proliferated in popular fiction, where the former were depicted as “brute hordes” or
“sinister villains,” and the latter as “loyal and lovable allies, sidekicks, and servants.28
Similarly, Koshy further notes that:
Hollywood depictions of Orientals drew on the “yellow peril” discourses of the imminent
danger to white civilization from Asians, whether that danger was constructed as sexual
threat, imminent invasion, or moral corruption Films like The Yellow Menace (1916), The
Perils of Pauline (1919), Patria (1919), Crooked Streets (1920), and the various Dr. Fu
Manchu films draw on this framework. In early Hollywood cinema, miscegenation
narratives offered the primary narrative construct for articulating and meditating the
anxieties generated by the Asian presence.29
Moreover Griffith’s idealistic Yellow Man is one that lust for Lucy’s love, and kills himself after

26

Ibid., 74.
Ibid., 52.
28
Ibid
29
Ibid.
27

5

avenging her brutal death by her father. According to Koshy, “Griffith’s Broken Blossoms greatest
threat to white woman is from the degenerate white man, not the Yellow Man. In addition, the film
identifies the East with gentleness, idealism, and spirituality, and the West with brutality and
racism.”30
Consequently, at all cost, according to Dudley Andrew, Griffith claimed that Broken
Blossoms was his one ‘art film,’ and thus, an attempt at developing a new genre of filmmaking.31
Broken Blossoms’ new style of film art emphasized the bodily gestures of actors, paintings, and
architecture. It was a further reading in film language as opposed to films made in the
1910s. According to Gunning:
This period’s melodrama made use of full dialogue. Its origin as a form of pantomime
endowed it with a rich inventory of devices other than words. It conveyed characterization
and made dramas comprehensible. The melodramatic theater employed an elaborate system
of conventional visual and aural signs for expressing the characters’ emotions. Performers
in this tradition made use of a firmly coded physical rhetoric, whose function as signs, was
fully understood by audiences. Gestures, physical postures, and actions conveyed specific
emotional states.32
For example, Gunning explains that gestures included a brief pause which stressed their general
nature by rendering them as a static pose. This pause was often extended to all the characters
within a scene and held for a longer period to create a “Tableau” or “picture,” described by Peter
Brooks as a “visual summary of the emotional situation.”33 Moreover, Gunning sees this pause as
“an acting style encoded as a series of signs interacted with plots whose dynamic, lay in the

30

Ibid., 53.
Dudley Andrew, Film in the Aura of Art, (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1984), 17-27.
32
Gunning, D. W. Griffith and the Origins of American Narrative Film, 107.
33
Quoted in Gunning, D. W. Griffith and the Origins of American Narrative Film, 107.
6
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progressive revelation of the actual symptoms of virtue.34
Griffith’s love for poetry and literature contributed immensely to his early Biograph films
(1908-1913). He adapted many of his narratives from Dickens, Whitman, and Gustave Flaubert. It
helped in better understanding and applying the many Tableaux Vivants scenes found in his Broken
Blossoms. In Salammbo, Flaubert writes about how his readers noticed the non-novelistic nature of
this body of work, comparing it to painting, opera, sculpture, poetry, and theatre. Moreover, it
appeared to belong to the spectacular and visual rather than the verbal arts.35
In his book, Selected Film Criticism, Anthony Slide notes that Griffith’s Broken Blossoms,
“The composition is a painter’s. The photography is not only perfect, but, with caution, is
innovative, and approximates, in its larger lights and softness of close view, the details of bright
and dark upon the finest canvasses in the Louvres of the world.”36
Indeed, Broken Blossoms is quite similar to a painter’s canvas due to its use of elegant
colors, photographic snapshots, frozen gestures, striking shapes of Lucy, Battling Burrows, and the
Yellow Man. However, Griffith did not want to make Broken Blossoms into an easily digestible
melodrama. He chose to leave his audiences with striking scenes that contain captivating images.
Images that are like “recorded snapshots.”37 Because they can generate spectators’ curiosity, Jullien
notes that “the views are in one way or another, moments of ecstasy that freeze time in an almost
proverbial intensity of pleasure and pain.”38
This paper’s argument is not about the dramatic flow of this film but on the intensity of the
multiple Tableau moments found in this film. Griffith’s imagination for this film thus created a
style of pictorial poetics; its striking visuals are impossible to understand with any clarity of detail.
34

Gunning, D. W. Griffith and the Origins of American Narrative Film, 107.
Jullien, “Quelque chose de rouge,” On the aesthetics of tableaux vivants in Salammbo, 762.
36
Anthony Slide, Selected Film Criticism (The Scarecrow Press, Inc. Metuchen, N.J., & London. 1982), 32.
37
Jullien, “Quelque chose de rouge,” On the aesthetics of tableaux vivants in Salammbo, 762.
38
Ibid.
7
35

What do viewers see in the freeze frames of Broken Blossoms? Are they looking at the tin foil in
Lucy’s hand, Cheung’s crouching body, or the crowded opium den? Elaborations of these details
follow at a later point in this thesis.
The Tableau findings underscore Broken Blossoms’ artistic aura. How? In Flaubert’s
Salammbo, Jullien sees the Tableau Vivant as “a reflection of the plot; they engage in a metatextual
manner with the characters and their destinies.”39 Similarly, Flaubert’s artistic narration attributes
quite significantly in understanding Griffith’s filmic style. For example, in Broken Blossoms, the
Yellow Man, the protagonist of this film, is unknowable as we see throughout this film. He is only
significant when he positions himself in the path of Lucy, where Griffith Tableau Vivants freezes
and distances him into a spectacle. Immobilizing him into a static framing. Jullien argues that such
posture posits a “sense of statuesque grandeur.”40 This mise-en-scène delicately purports a
misogynist Tableau that is unacceptable in this period. However, Griffith’s framing of this scene
makes the audience view it in an artistic light. The Tableau subtly underscores the Yellow Man’s
fetishism for Lucy and works here to heighten the dramatic effect, while also elevating the plot.
Richard Schickel, in his autobiographical book, D. W. Griffith, An American Life, writes
that Griffith's well-constructed scenes resemble one of a painter. Some of the scenes were done in
the studio, while others in the streets. These compositions housed the frozen frames of the Yellow
Man’s Temple sequence, Lucy sitting on the pier, and Limehouse Gothic look. They all seem to
replicate a painting. Indeed it was “Griffith's usage of cameraman Sartov, who has a special effects
credit on the film.”41 His camera's special effects upon the actors enforced a visual contrast;
"everything Battling Burrows is shot in almost documentary style, while everything involving the

39

Ibid., 771.
Ibid., 774.
41
Richard Schickel, D. W. Griffith, An American Life (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1984), 392.
8
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Chinese rescuer is diffused and softened.”42
What Griffith had done, according to Robert Richardson, was to separate the film from the
theatre. Cinema like theatre presented a flowing Tableau in a fixed place. Richardson points out
that “Griffith gave the camera mobility, and in so doing, he hit upon the peculiar form henceforth
called, rather jarringly, filmic.”43 A film was to be composed of all sorts of shots taken from all
kinds of angles and distances. What gave the finished film coherence was not, as in the theatre,
consecutive action in a fixed locale, “but a logic or continuity” created by the sequences into which
the shots were joined together.44
Furthermore, Griffith gave a fuller meaning to the history behind the painting by exploiting
the possibilities of movement implicit in the medium of the motion picture. Schickel notes that
Griffith included both the grand scene and the small figures. “He expressed emotions through mass
gestures; the intimate close-up enabled the spectator to participate in the character’s feelings.”45
The ability to shift from the all-encompassing omniscient view to the close detail marks one of the
high points of Griffith’s creative genius as a filmmaker. Thus, he “enables the spectator to move
completely, physically, and psychologically, into the scene.”46
Griffith developed a more purely visual language, having more extended scenes to show
cause and effects, and an image-based style. In essence, Griffith made an art of life’s deterioration,
and the theatrical stage, where he first started. It was too small a place to expose such an
experience. Through films, he could communicate this stage proscenium with film to grasp more
extensive attention. This medium allowed the Limehouse docks, the Yellow Man’s shop, and the
street scenes as a sign of passage in Broken Blossoms. The Limehouse section with the ships and
42

Ibid.
Robert Richardson, Literature and Film, (Bloomington/London: Indiana University Press, 1969), 37.
44
Ibid.
45
Schickel, D. W. Griffith, An American Life, 507.
46
Ibid.
9
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next door to Lucy’s home is a painting that Griffith worked on to bring this realization to film.
Griffith was extracting from it or bringing to life art in part to his larger narrative.
Was Griffith also creating an artistic mindset towards his audience? What is the purpose? As
Antonin Artaud recommended, “it was an attempt at reaching the core of an audience’s capacity for
disgust, to explore its most deep-rooted revulsion. It focused the viewers on his corporeality, on his
capacity for disgust with himself. The audience became the victim of the work.”47 Griffith brought
these haunting moments to the screen as a profound message to the world at large to show the
depth of his artistic ability.
The aesthetics of Broken Blossom, especially the slow movements and still images of the
actor’s bodily gestures and gazes that seem frozen at times, create an overwhelming feeling of
wonder. To some extent, it is this physical address, which momentarily holds viewers and carries
them along in the film’s rhythm. The numbers of images that seem frozen at times awaken one’s
curiosity. They appear as paintings, sculptures, or flows of a poetic stanza. Griffith’s film touches
the spectator in a way that turns them into allegorists, causes them to adopt new ways of seeing.
The task of writing about this Tableau Vivant is rather complicated; the challenge lies in
the exploration of the nuances of the Tableau Vivant. The research within this thesis strives to
unveil first, the freeze frames in Broken Blossoms, and then to discover why the scenes and frames
made as they were and their underlying meaning. How does it exhibit an art form? It is an attempt
to define Griffith’s reasons for Tableau Vivant usage, and to unveil this temporal gap, artistically.

47

Quoted in Charles Eidsvik. Cineliteracy: Film Among the Arts (New York: Horizon Press, 1978), 258.
10

Chapter 1
Tableaux Vivants used as a Filmic Technique

What is Tableau Vivant? According to the American Heritage Dictionary’s definition, a
Tableau Vivant refers to “a scene presented on stage by costumed actors who remain silent and
motionless as if in a picture.”48
The Tableaux Vivant is one aspect of early cinema that correlates very closely with the
static shot. According to Michelle Langford, the Tableau must be broken up in the interests of the
unity of action, place, and subject view, for it is constituted not only from a cutout section of space
but also by a determined segment of time. Thus, the Tableau of early cinema is already a narrative
space, but unlike linear narratives, according to Thomas Elsaesser, it has its “own narrativedramatic momentum.”49
Langford further offers an alternate interpretation.
The cinematic tableau is not simply a pictorial space, as it is in a painting, but forms
a spatio-temporal segment: any event or action that occurs within it is determined by
the spatial and temporal frame that surrounds it. It is the frame that gives rise to the
action; performance or events becomes a function of the tableau and the tableau
does not imply that space or action continues beyond the frame. The tableau is not a
diegetic space, as it does not require causal relations to exist between shots. Thus,
the cinematic Tableau provides the appropriate conditions under which the cinema
of attractions can be defined as an exhibitionist cinema, a cinema of spectacle that

48

American Heritage Dictionary, 2nd ed. Boston; Houghton Mifflin, 1980.
Quoted in Michelle Langford, Allegorical Images: Tableau, Time, and Gesture in the Cinema of Werner
Schroeter (Bristol, England: Intellect, 2006), 96.
11
49

wants to make itself seen.50
The Tableau privileges a particular visible field, as Roland Barthes, the French Literary theorist has
written:
The Tableau (pictorial, theatrical, literary) is a pure cutout segment with clearly
defined edges, irreversible and incorruptible; everything that surrounds it is
banished into nothingness, remains unnamed, while everything that it admits within
its field is promoted into essence, into light, into view.51
This promotion into view is one particular characteristic of what Noel Burch has called the
‘primitive mode of representation, (PMR). “The PMR is characterized primarily by the use of
Tableau compositions, single-shot scenes, and frontal staging coupled with the performer’s direct
address to the audience.”52 Langford argues that most of Griffith’s film employs many, if not all, of
the PMR. Griffith’s use of Tableau composition and frontal staging, along with an emphasis on
gestural modes of performances borrowed from theatre, opera, and dance, enable him to articulate
almost any space as a stage or performance space.53 These “theatrical Tableaux,” which occur
predominantly in his films, serve as a precursor to the more complex “allegorical Tableaux,” found
in subsequent films.54
She further noted that Tableau is also considered a ‘pause or a freeze.’ “This ‘instant’ does
not represent an instant among others in the flow of time (continuous succession of moments).”
Instead, that frozen frame is an instant extracted from time as time collects within it. It is an instant
distended from time. As a hieroglyph, this instant not meant to “read as one reads words on a page

50

Langford, Allegorical Images: Tableau, Time, and Gesture in the Cinema of Werner Schroeter, 96.
Quoted in Langford’s, Allegorical Images: Tableau, Time, and Gesture in the Cinema of Werner
Schroeter, 96.
52
Ibid.
53
Langford, Allegorical Images: Tableau, Time, and Gesture in the Cinema of Werner Schroeter, 96.
54
Ibid.
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51

but as a single immanent image containing all past, present, and future possibilities. In this respect,
it is an allegorical image.”55 Barthes further discusses the Tableau by relating its ability to open a
temporal period of the pregnant moment, which he calls the “presence of all the absences
(memories, lessons, promises) to whose rhythm, history becomes both intelligible and desirable.”56
Also, Langford believes that “the Tableau is a kind of depository that disperses with time, but
without which, history remains indecipherable.” And that this moment “suspends the inexorable
passing of time so that connections can be between disparate regions of the past.”57
Timothy Corrigan, in his article, “Schroeter’s Willow Springs,” sees this distended time or
interlude, what he calls, as “pastoral Instants,” a term he derives from Susan Sontag’s “Notes on
Camp.”58 For Corrigan, these Tableau moments are essential, “like the aria on a scratched record
that marks the excess of passion as a moment loss.”59
Langford furthers explains this style of cinema, using the films of German filmmaker
Werner Schroeter. In his movies, “Tableau is presented as a pastoral instant or as the pregnant
moment. The held pose can work to ‘Tableau’ an image or a scene, thereby filling it with time,
time as the locus in memory.”60 For instance, in Griffith’s Broken Blossoms (1919), The Yellow
Man, one of the main characters, is depicted leaning on the walls of his shop after leaving the
Opium den, reflecting on his Buddhist’s past to his downfall in Lime house’s squalor. According to
Langford, such held poses are much a ‘time-image’ in Gilles Deleuze’s sense of the term. Like the
gesture, it “puts time into the body,” the suspended posture puts time into the Tableau. The held
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position interrupts action time and apparatus time to bring the Tableau-which forms its own
independent temporal region-into being.61
Adding to this type of film aesthetics, Paula Marantz Cohen, in her book, Silent Film and
the triumph of the American Myth, it is noted that “the cinematic effect of the paintings, seems to
beg for characters and plots.”62 Here, the author mentions painters “creating monumental canvasses
that contain an assortment of narrative elements arranged in a kind of painterly montage.” 63 This
painterly form, especially with the luminist painters’ use of surreal light, suffuses their landscapes.
These visual expressions, Cohen claims, contributed to twentieth-century American films in that
“the eerie quality of the lighting in the luminist painting makes the canvas appear to have stopped
time, a ‘freeze-frame’ in a cinematic epic.”64
Many filmmakers of the period frequently used the conversion of paintings in the silent film
era. According to Steven Jacobs, instead of showing us Rembrandt's painting, actors would play
out these scenes on film or create a live landscape. “This uncanny inversion of the artistic process
is reminiscent of Tableaux Vivants.”65 He further explains that the theatrically lit compositions,
often based on famous artworks or literary passages of living human bodies, do not move
throughout the display. For instance, to create an emotional and moral effect, stage productions
oriented themselves towards the best painting of the day to find inspiration for the inclusion of
deliberate Tableaux at crucial moments in the drama. Tableaux Vivants, thus, “represent fixed
moments that halt the narrative development of the story and introduce stasis into the movement of
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the play.”66 The action freezes during a short period, a point at which the actor’s gestures were
uniquely capable of expressing the full significance and all the implications of the story.67
Jacobs further argues that Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe (1749-1832), who prominently
featured the Tableau phenomenon in his 1808 novel Wahlverwantschaften (Effective Affinities),
contributed mostly to the development of a true fashion for Tableaux Vivants in early nineteenthcentury European culture.68 .According to Jacobs, in many domestic settings, Tableaux Vivants
developed into a parlor game, involving the embodiment of famous paintings by costumed actors
who posed in stillness.69 Jacobs observes that “apart from this amateur venture in a drawing- room,
it also developed into variants that are more professional on the theatre stage.” Moreover, he
believes that by “combining elements of the theatre with the visual arts, the medium of film
answered perfectly to Diderot’s conception of the theatre.”70 Diderot believed that “the spectator
should be thought of as before a canvas, on which a series of such Tableaux follow one another as
if by magic.” 71
Jacobs asserts that film pioneers saw exciting subjects in Tableaux Vivants. In the late
1890s, the American Mutoscope and Biograph Company, specifically, produced numerous films of
living pictures with titles pointing towards actual paintings by Gustave Moreau or Pierre-Paul
Prud’hon among others.72 Jacobs further points out that early cinema’s fascination for Tableaux
Vivants and the effect of frozen movement goes hand in hand with a preference for its opposite.
Jacobs asserts that:
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The picture or statue coming to life. Numerous early trick or transformation films such as,
The Mysterious Portrait (Méliès, 1899), The Devil in the Studio (Paul, 1901), An Artist’s
Dream (Edison, 1900), The Artist’s Dilemma (Edison, 1901), Artist’s Studio(American
Mutoscope and Biograph, 1903), Animated Picture Studio (American Mutoscope and
Biograph, 1903), The Animated Painting (Edison, 1904) or The Living Playing Cards
(Méliès, 1904) create spectacular visions of enchanted paintings that come to life.73

Tableau Vivant as Viewed from a Historical/Social Context

According to Steven Jacobs, Griffith’s works of the 1910s advocated many forms of artistic
techniques that led to a new type of dramaturgy. Inspired by Diderot, he created on celluloid
besides the emotional and moral effect, paintings to find inspiration for the inclusion of deliberate
Tableau Vivant at crucial moments in the drama.74 The Tableau Vivant represented fixed moments
that halt the narrative development of the story and introduced stasis into the movement of a play.
For a short period, the action froze at a point of heightened meaning. Typically, it was points at
which the actor’s gestures are extraordinarily capable of expressing the full significance and
implications of the story.75
To show how the actors’ contributions to this Tableau, the early film borrowed from the
nineteenth-century stage a performance style described as a ‘histrionic’ mode of acting, one that
contributed to Griffith’s film.76 In Griffith’s early Biograph Studio years (1908-1913), Jacobs notes
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that Griffith would use these bodily gestures “to convey intense emotions in non-verbal form,
freezing in place with broad gestures at a climactic moment in the narrative.”77 Performers
“keeping their arms close to their bodies, they expressed emotional intensity through a comparative
lack of movement rather than absolute stillness.”78 Also, Cohen points out that, “some scenes also
contain still shots, momentary freeze frames that return us to the spatial coordinates of painting and
photography.”79 She further asserts that these freeze or static frames expressed a dramatic pause as
“they are moments of reflection in counterpoint to action, and they contribute to the structure of
oscillation between two opposing states of being.”80
Several sequences of these opposing states are present in Broken Blossoms. For instance, in
this one sequence of the film, the Yellow Man is seen walking towards his store lazily-a sign of
hopelessness. He finally rests his body against the wall of his store. With his back against the wall,
the Yellow Man crouches with his shoulders leaning forward and wraps his arms around himself.
In a static pose, his thoughts are in reflection to what his life is in his new land; in this reflection, he
is now among the rejects of society- the gamblers, the opium smokers, the prostitutes, gangsters,
people of all backgrounds. It is not the place he first sets out to be. In the film’s opening sequence,
The Yellow Man is in a Temple in his homeland, China, receiving advice as a Buddhist Monk,
before heading to England to profess his teachings. Thus, this Tableau Vivant shot depicts the
Yellow Man’s static form as a symbolic meaning of two opposing states of being-the Yellow
Man’s transition from a Buddhist Monk to a drug addict.
Griffith’s visual sense is on the importance of detail, of objects, of the movement and
expression of characters as they face and interact with each other in a specific manner. This sort of
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visual image plays out well in several scenes in Broken Blossoms, “enabling an audience not only
to witness but, more importantly, to experience the emotional interaction of character in conflict
intimately.”81
In Broken Blossoms, Andrew remarked that Griffith approached his work with a difference
to the standard films that dare to affect us in some way. “Hoping to attain thereby a certain
importance if not immortality.”82 Griffith is dealing with Broken Blossoms as a challenge to being
different from the regular feature film. The effort demanded of spectators to learn a new system,
one suitable for a single movie, places the film outside the standard cinema where it may be either
ignored or given special, even lasting, attention.83 Here, Andrew is talking about this new art film,
one that should open a further viewing outside the regular narrative. For Instance, in Broken
Blossoms, Griffith had moments of close-up shots of Lucy’s fear and Battling Burrows’ frightening
facial gestures. He relied, for the most part, on these shots that housed the space that tells the story.
The natural event captured and the appearance on the screen, is a marked difference. Vsevolod
Pudovkin, the Soviet filmmaker and theorist, points out, “It is exactly this difference that makes
this art.”84 Griffith’s creative difference from reality is what makes Broken Blossoms work as an art
film, in what Vachel Lindsay described as “uncanny scientific quality of the camera work.”85
According to Norman Silverstein, Griffith, seeking to convey inner states-to photograph
thought-was required to make specific changes in film methodology. Griffith shied away “from the
filmed play of Porter, the arranged scenes of Melies, the documentary style of the Lumiere
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Brothers.”86 Though praised for many developments in this early period, the full shot, the close-up,
night photography, the inter-cut, cutting or tempo, and suspense. Griffith drew pragmatically from
what had been used by others. Generally, Silverstein notes that Griffith sought “to see inside and to
find the moral significance of the thing observed.”87
Griffith’s unique cinematic image is a work of his own, and it, not the cameras, reproduced
what it saw. The image captured, now formulated into his fashion. Griffith was freeing himself in
this film, Broken Blossoms, from the bonds of photographic reproduction, making it into what
becomes a work of art. Various compositions modified the image recorded by the camera, be it
through light, editing, or other methods of filmmaking. Nevertheless, editing became the creative
language of Griffith’s cinema. In his book Film Technique, Vsevolod Pudovkin states that “to the
film director each shot of the finished film subserves the same purpose as the word to the poet”88
and how “editing is the language of the film director. Just as in living speech, so, one may say, in
editing: there is a word-the piece of exposed film, the image; a phrase-the combination of these
pieces.”89
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CHAPTER 2

An Overview of D.W. Griffith’s Background and Cinematic Techniques

D.W. Griffith’s Background

D. W. Griffith (1875-1948) was born in Kentucky, the son of a Confederate Colonel, and a
plantation owner who fought in the civil war. Stories of his father’s heroism may have been an
inspiring source of information to the young Griffith in the making of The Birth of a nationGriffith’s civil war film. According to Russell Merritt, Griffith began his career as an aspiring
writer, hoping one day to become a Great American playwright. In 1986, he joined a local acting
troupe, and for the next twelve years, he spent his time acting in the theatre. His off-hours, when
not acting, were spent, in either rehearsing, writing, or finding new parts for himself. Walker
Whiteside, the popular Shakespearean actor who in 1898 directed Griffith in The Red Cockade,
recalled him “forever writing or reading from a manuscript which he carried with him,”90 Griffith’s
first wife, Linda Arvidson, wrote. “He had a trunk-full of manuscripts, “One-act plays, long plays,
short stories, and poems! To my unsophisticated soul, it was very wonderful.”91
The stage gave Griffith a training ground as an actor and future screenwriter. It became
Griffith’s principle source for his Biograph Studio’s92 literary adaptations. According to Merritt,
the Biograph Studio is where Griffith found “The vital crib sheets that enabled him to film all those
Great Works-the leviathan novels, Victorian poems, and short stories- without having to wade
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through them.”93 Griffith had unlimited resources to better his skills, as he appears in many
different productions-melodrama, costume pieces, and parlor drama. This experience propelled him
further into his writing craft. He wrote a few plays that made some theatrical appearances but had
short runs.94
Nevertheless, years later, as he went into films, Griffith lifted some favorite stage scenes
into his films. For example, the baptism of Anna Moore’s dead baby in Way Down East (1920) is
Lillian Gish’s version of Minnie Maddern Fiske’s brilliant tour de force in the staged Tess of the
D’Urbervilles. Jacques-Forget-Not’s vendetta in Orphans of the Storm (1921), marked by counting
off on his fingers one-two-three as each of his enemies meets his doom, is taken from James
O’Neill’s “One! Two! Three!”95
Griffith’s stage career exerted a powerful influence over the materials represented in his
films and over his direction of mise-en-scène. Griffith’s theatre was a monolithic institution, which
produced only a single kind of play- the event centered melodrama. Its most durable contributions
to the cinema were the plot formulas and staging techniques associated with such plays.96
Psychologically, what is curious about all this is Griffith’s concern for the sick and suffering, the
wars, and all that attributes to humanity’s daily living? All these symbols of human evil were to be
the consistent motifs that Griffith would now transfer from the stage to films.
In 1908, he left the stage to work for the Biograph film studio. During his tenure (19081913), Griffith’s would be the director of some 485 one-and two-reelers’ films, thus, learning his
craft and developed many filmic techniques. He was famous for his close-up shots and parallel
editing in his chase films. Apart from his film aesthetics, one can come away with his love for the
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Victorian narrative that he so often uses in his movies. Besides, throughout his career, he would
never abstain from this original style. In 1913, he left Biograph to be an independent filmmaker,
making such classics as The Birth of a Nation (1915) and Intolerance (1916).97
Film historian Thamas Elsaesser notes that Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation and Intolerance
made a significant impact on European filmmakers more so than in America. In America, the
Griffith film making system was considered by many, as retarded when concerning the imposition
of the classical norms of continuity cinema. In some cases, Griffith films were too complex,
sophisticated, and eccentric for the new institution, and failed because of their inadaptability to the
industrial standards, even more, because of their moral Victorianism and overtly patriarchal values.
One reason why German and Russian cinema, in particular, could learn from and refine the
Griffithian model was that they were interested in his artistic style, unlike the American system,
which is market-driven, and thus, for economic reasons, films are modeled around consumer
demands.98
Consequently, Griffith was never satisfied with his two significant epic filmic
accomplishments. He wanted more. Though lauded as a great contributor to the film’s visual
expressiveness, Griffith’s first inclinations were literary rather than cinematic. According to Cohen,
in Griffith’s early career as an aspiring writer. Griffith remarked that he would have preferred to
write one page of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass than all the movies that had won him acclaim.
“Though he favored Whitman among American writers, he was into British literature, Victorian of
sorts. He preferred Tennyson and Browning in poetry and Dickens in prose, for whom he claimed
to have learned his techniques of montage.”99 In Dickens, Griffith found “the psychological
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motives of their characters and expounding on the value of moral action.”100 Griffith’s camera
techniques and editing would expose these dramatic functions, by using close-up to reveal crucial
details and psychological interpretations, penetrating the interior existence of his characters.
However, many of Griffith's devices may seem elementary by today's standards. His original
discovery and application were of fundamental importance to the development of the medium, and
every director since Griffith has been indebted to his legacy.101
A close examination of the first films, D.W. Griffith, made for the Biograph Company,
reveals a transformation in the narrative form of film. According to Gunning, Griffith’s
transformation was part of a wide-ranging change in the way films were made, shown, and the
social role they assumed. Gunning argues that “in no way, it is simply the result of a single
visionary filmmaker inventing a new cinematic language. Griffith’s films both responded to and
affected a broad transformation of cinema in American culture.”102 Griffith’s genius was not so
much in inventing techniques as in investing already established procedures with appropriate
dramatic functions. Griffith vision a language in films by turning a novel’s lyricism into forms of
poetry, a style that made it into a work of art. As Raymond Durgnat puts it, “its literary poverty is
compensated by its visual richness.”103
As a result of his vision, Griffith’s work thus becomes a visual art- like a painting. In the
words of Marcel Carne, “One must compose images as the old masters did their canvases, with the
same preoccupation and effect and expression. Cinema images have the same needs.”104 Even
though the cinema is inferior to the painter’s brush in its sensitivity of line, tone, and form.
Griffith’s work extracted such an artifact into his films, lavishly transferring works of art into films
100
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as he did in Intolerance and The Birth of a Nation. According to Hanson, Griffith may have well
been aware of the practices of famous artists that influenced some of his earlier films. The opening
scene of Griffith’s A Corner in Wheat (1909), is very close to paintings by Millet.105 The scene is
misty, several pollarded trees stand at one side of the screen, and farmers, bowed by the weight of
the sacks of wheat they carry, scatter grains in an arc before them as they plant the field.106 In
addition, the December 25, 1909 review of The New York Dramatic Mirror, accurately noted this:
“The film opens with an artistic farm scene after the style of Millet, showing sowers of wheat,
hopeless and worn down by hard work.”107
According to Bernard Hanson, one of the earliest examples of the use of fine arts occurred
in Sidney Olcott’s From the Manger to the Cross (1912). Several reproductions of paintings and
prints appear as the background for the title. For example, through the words “The Child in the
Temple,” one sees Hoffman’s well-known Christ in the Temple: and an appropriate Dore engraving
appears behind “The Last Supper.”108 Subsequently, by 1915, the relation between movies and the
other visual arts had become so evident that the subject discussed in two books, which appeared in
that year. William Morgan Hanon, in The Photodrama: Its Place Among the Fine Arts, deals
primarily with movies as related to drama and pantomime. The book reveals, from the standpoint
of aesthetics, the photodrama is a representative of fine art, like sculpture and painting. Rather than
a presentative one, like architecture or music.109 The other book was by Vachel Lindsay, The Art of
the Moving Picture. He recognized three categories of movies and correlated each to a different
one of the visual arts. “Action movies,” dominated by the chase, are related to sculpture and the
works of artists such as Myron and MacMonnies. “Intimate moving pictures”-he cites Griffith’s
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Enoch Arden (1911) as an example-are related to the paintings of the little Dutch Masters. “Movies
of splendor” are related to architecture, and he mentions D’Annunzio’s Cabiria (1914) as an
example of patriotic splendor.110
Early cinema audiences

Similar to the age of Realism in art and literature, common people were the focus of early
silent films. According to Miriam Hansen, she states that film historian Lewis Jacobs in The Rise of
American Film (1939) says that “silent film themes were centered mostly on the working class.”111
Moreover, “Film offered an escape from sweatshop labor and tenement life as well as a chance to
learn English by way of titles or lectures, and a way of introducing newcomers to the social
topography of the great melting pot.”112 Hansen further explains what Jacobs calls ‘story with a
social theme,’ for instance, films dealing with poverty, crime, alcoholism, capital/labor conflicts,
clashes with police and other authorities. These themes acknowledged the plight of the Common
Man and thus provided him with a sense of identity and community.113
This idyllic state of affairs ended in 1914, “with a suddenness and finality that startled even
its backers.” The feature film conquered the market, accompanied by the downtown palace and
administration charges so prohibitive that they effectively displaced the working class. As the
cinema’s allegedly primary spectator/subject.114 “The seduction of the affluent occurred,” as
Russell Merritt documents, “between 1905 and 1912, in precisely that theatre supposedly reserved
for the blue-collar workers…By 1914, the middle-class audience was, in fact, already in the
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theatres waiting for the spectacles and movie stars that would follow.” 115
Part of the seduction strategy was the marketing of film as (high) art. Griffith’s ambition to
‘translate a manufacturing industry into an art, and meet the ideals of cultivated audiences’ is
nothing but a more idealistic phrasing of Adolph Zukor’s 116 phrasing resolution to ‘kill the slum
tradition in the movies.’117 Concerning the public status of the cinema, Mariam Hansen writes that
these moves suggest a systematic appropriation of characters of the classical bourgeois public
sphere. Alternatively, more specifically, of forms of literary subjectivity, which rooted in the
intimacy of the privatized, nuclear family, had provided a medium for public discourse in the 18th
century, thus giving rise to a literary public sphere that prepared the ground for the political one.118
Hansen further argues that:
Dispensing with the detours of literary and artistic ambition, the leading forces of the
industry tried to implement these mechanisms in a somewhat more straightforward way.
Exhibitors keen on attracting a broader ‘mixed’ audience were advised to avoid ethnic
vaudeville acts as well as nationally slanted programs and to avoid sing-alongs in foreign
languages. On the level of film production, the suppression of racial difference was
imperative: no actors with distinct ethnic features were to be cast in a leading role.119
According to Paul O’Dell, among the films that dealt with the problems of the immigrant poor was
one of Griffith’s shorts, Musketeers of Pig Alley (1912), which seems to capture some of the
contradictions involved in the process of transformation. Its plot and character exemplify early
cinema’s relationship with its working-class audience. Its action takes place in Lower Manhattan’s
tenement district, from living rooms and moving through the back alleys and streets with
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prostitutes, loiterers, street vendors, and children. From the very start, the spectator’s view split
between participants and consumers of the spectacle. Hence, from his Biograph period to the
making of The Birth of a Nation and Intolerance, Griffith made tremendous progress in his film
techniques. Indeed, the films he was now making were more of his desire than what the Hollywood
system demanded. In 1917, he made Hearts of the World, shot in London just after WW1. The film
is an excellent example of Griffith portraying human suffering by focusing on one or two carefully
characterized individuals whose personal tragedies reflect the more significant events in which they
inevitably involved.120 After completing Heart of the World, he would embark on his next major
work, Broken Blossoms (1919), a film I will focus on in the final pages of this study.

Tableaux Vivants in D. W. Griffith’s early films.

Griffith having had a literary and theatrical background, and the idea of using the camera to
interpret rather than to merely record seems to have come naturally. According to Jacobs the device
of parallel and intercutting, greatly expanded and enriched the internal structure of movie art.121
What was happening, both in practice, in the films of Griffith, and theory, was that the film was
beginning to adopt concerns, techniques, approaches, and material that had once been exclusively
literary. Both literature and the upcoming movies were responding to the new challenges and
pressures. Reforms and renewals that had roots in the late nineteenth century were becoming
increasingly insistent during the first two decades of the twentieth century.122 According to Robert
Richardson, “the film arrived as a new answer to specific literary searches for a mobile point of
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view, or the Imagists’ concern with vividness and picturization.” Thus by 1920 or so, film and
literature were rather firmly linked, though this was not particularly clear at the time, by a common
heritage and by certain similarities of technique, approach, and even subject matter,123
In her biography, The Movies, Mr. Griffith and Me, Lillian Gish speaks of Griffith’s
meticulous research in his films. In the making of The Birth of a Nation, Griffith “relied greatly” on
photographs and historical records to achieve both visual and psychological accuracy. Unlike the
popular documentary films of the period that recreated past events, Griffith chose to depend on a
more accurate record.
The first half of The Birth about the war itself reflects his own point of view. I knew that he
also relied greatly on Harper’s Pictorial History of the Civil War, Matthew Brady’s Civil
War Photographs: Confederate and Union Veteran- Eyewitness on Location; and Nicolay
and Hay Abraham Lincoln: A History: and The Soldier in Our Civil War: A Pictorial
History of the Conflict 1861-1865. For the second half, about reconstruction, he consulted
Thomas Dixon, and A History of the American People by Woodrow Wilson for Klan
material, he drew on the book called Ku Klux Klan-its Origin, Growth and Disbandment by
John C. Lester and D. L. Wilson.124
Thomas Balston also claimed that in the making of Intolerance, Griffith’s most significant
elements seem to be the geometrical properties of space, magnitude, and number. The great merit
of the picture, however, is perhaps in the contrivance and disposition of the architecture, which is
full of imagination.125 “The geometric properties of space, the contrivance and disposition of the
architecture, which is full of imagination, the complication of the architecture this, wealth of detail
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and movement, the multiplication of a few bystanders into an innumerable herd”-all of these
statements can justly be applied to Griffith’s masterwork.126
Furthermore, up to 1916, most movies have been static, fixed-focus, shallow-depth records
of simple events. Griffith would then give fuller meaning to these silent conversation pieces
through movement, expressed emotions, gesture, and the close-up, which enabled the spectator to
participate in the characters’ inner feelings, to move them completely, both physically and
psychologically, into the scene.127 Griffith even interacted with poetry in his filmic narratives.
According to Gunning, it possesses a symbolic quality. For example, in one of Griffith’s early
Biograph films, The Country Doctor (1909). Gunning explains how poetry works in this film; in
this instance, he incorporates the sight of signs and empty spaces. He claims that in these moments,
Griffith gives this emptiness a voice, converting objects into signs of absent character, and
recalling their loss. In the ending of Broken Blossoms, we see one example, as the boat leaves the
port, thus, representing emptiness with a meaning-The Yellow Man’s failed mission.
Consequently, this symbolic quality is pushed towards allegory; Gunning argues, “With
these images, composition no longer simply supplies a realist environment but becomes a symbolic
horizon reflecting the significance of the story.”128 In his early Biograph Studio period, Griffith had
established such nuances in his films. Take, for example, The Sands of Dee (1912); a film adapted
from Charles Kingsley’s poem, Griffith constructed imagery to allegorize psychological milieu.
According to Gunning, “this film seems most poetic with its recurring use of pictorial composition
to form emotional images.”129 In the opening scene, the sea forms a graceful pictorial background
to the introduction of Mary (Mae Marsh) and her young suitor (Bobby Harron). The Santa Monica
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locations provide Bitzer130 with his most picturesque landscapes. Beach sea-worn rocks and cliffs
provide an environment in which the characters seem to become one with the surroundings. A
deliberate pictorial posing of the actors characterizes this film, carefully integrating human forms
with those of nature. Few Griffith films so strongly recall the composition of late-Victorian or preRaphaelite paintings as The Sands of Dee.131
The films mentioned earlier are relevant in part to Broken Blossom, with its symbolic and
psychological attribution, found in the images of bodily postures, gestures, its environment, and
their placement within a scene. The Sands of Dee transcends an understanding of why Griffith uses
them in such a timely manner. According to Gunning. “At points, Griffith depends more on the
emotional resonance of the image, and in particular the landscape, than the expressivity of the
actors, who are greatly restrained.”132 In this Tableau Vivant scene, Gunning explains how Griffith
uses his filmic technique to arouse meaning:
After seeing Mary flirting with a seaside painter on holiday, Bobby wanders off to a
formation of sea rock by the shore. As he slumps sadly against the rocks, his back turned to
the camera and his postures echoes the rocky forms that surround him. Later in the film,
after being abandoned by her painter-seducer and banished by her puritanical father, Mary
in despair comes to the shore and stands against the surf-pounded rocks, handling her false
engagement ring. As she throws it over her shoulder into the ocean, the background of the
shot is filed with cascades of white water, the surf running over the rocky ledges that jut
into the sea. She turns her back to the camera and watches the foam-dripping rocks, then
walks off. It is as though these drenched and streaming rocks do her weeping for her.133
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According to Gunning, Griffith’s framing of the sea, Mary and the environment, contributed
significantly towards Griffith’s cinematic language. The allegory at the end of Gunning’s quote (It
is as though these drenched and steaming rocks do her weeping for her), thus confirms Griffith’s
artistic approach, in that its pictorial compositions heightens their expressivity. Gunning further
explains that the sea has gradually moved in the film from picturesque overtone to an increasingly
dramatic and even malevolent, although striking beautiful, dominant.134 The images that come out
of these frozen frames, which he called a momento mori, stands an archetype of allegory’s frozen
significance. Walter Benjamin states:
In allegory, the observer is confronted with the fancies hippocratia of history as a petrified,
primordial landscape. Everything about history that, from the beginning, has been
ultimately, sorrowful, unsuccessful, is expressed in a face-or rather in a death’s head…The
greater the significance, the greater the subjection to death, because death digs most deeply
the jagged line between physical nature and significance.”135
However, Gunning contends that although these “empty” shots are not frequent in Griffith’s later
films, they are exemplary of Griffith’s use of images from the narrator system. The shots can
function without characters because their significance has become fully defined with the story.136
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Chapter 3.

D. W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms and Thomas Burke’s The Chink and the Child.

“There seems to be no setting or accessory which is not correct in its finest details. The
composition is a painter”137

The Filmsite Review writes that “Broken Blossoms (1919) is director D.W. Griffith’s most
tragic, serious, poetic, intricate, and melodramatic film. Griffith is considered as the first master of
feature film directors, who made this powerful screen masterpiece.”138 This silent film tells the
story of misogynous fragile romance In London’s foggy Lime house slums between a young
gentle, opium-addicted Chinese man (Cheng Huan)139 and an illegitimate young girl (Lucy), who is
always physically abused by her brutish prize-fighting father (Battling Burrows), ultimately led to
her tragic death.140 The Filmsite also points out that this “small-scale” film “was a surprise to
audiences” with its fragile and sensitive narrative of racism, “a sharp contrast to Griffith’s earlier
epic films- the controversial blockbuster, The Birth of a Nation (1915), and the spectacular
Intolerance (1916).”141
There are several versions of how Griffith came upon this story and decided to make it a
film. Lilian Gish, the star of this film, said, in the fall of 1918, while Griffith was planning to
become a partner with Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, at United Artist, they called his
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attention to Thomas Burke’s story “The Chink and the Child.”142 Griffith, however, told quite a
different story to an interviewer in 1919. He explained that one night while he was in London in
1917, he had trouble sleeping, so he picked up Burke’s recently published book, “Lime house
Nights,” and read one of its stories, “The Chink and the Child.”143 The story fascinated Griffith; “it
made an impression on me that I could not overcome, and my dramatic sense was so touched that I
kept repeating over to myself that here was a story demanding production.”144 The plot of this story
contained several elements that Griffith had succeeded with before: a suicide (Mae Marsh in Birth
of a Nation), miscegenation (again Birth), and the evils of the urban setting (Escape and the Mother
of the Law).145 Although Griffith was enthusiastic about the story; he worried whether it would be
successful, and tolerable to his creditors. After all, this story ran counter to Hollywood conscripts
at the time; no one wants to see its heroine murdered and suicide of its hero. Griffith knew that the
audience went to the movies to be entertained, and did not want unhappy endings, yet the deaths at
the end of the story were built right into its fabric.146
However, Griffith would run into stiff opposition in the making of Broken Blossoms as he
went about shopping his idea to those he knew in the industry, as they were skeptical. “It would
never succeed,” he was told. The whole film was a challenge to Griffith, as he later explained in a
letter to Thomas Burke, whose story “The Chink and the Child “inspired the making of Broken
Blossoms:
When I first contemplated making a cinema drama of your story, it met with fierce
objection among all the distributors connected with our industry. Of course, as I don’t need
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to tell you, the presentation of tragedy, either in moving pictures or on to the stage, is a very
daring thing as I cannot recall any that has been successful with the people. It was intention
to attempt a real tragedy with the motion pictures and so used your story for this
purpose….147
According to Lennig, “Griffith and his hesitant backers had not enough confidence in the power of
the violent structure of his film. Fearing that the unfamiliar locus of identification (Oriental values,
art) and the bizarre plot permutation it demanded (suicide) would turn this film away from the
public.”148 They were wrong. According to Andrew, “Broken Blossoms art triumphed in this
conflict, but a rather peculiar sort of art it was and an even more peculiar sort of triumph.”149 Thus,
Griffith’s desire to make this poetic film remained.
After much hesitation, Griffith would go ahead with his heart’s desire, as he said later, “If
ever I indulged in a labor of love, it was in Broken Blossoms.”150 According to Lennig, Griffith saw
the importance of this film as he had in The Birth of a Nation. In Birth, he told his version of the
story of the Civil War and Reconstruction. Moreover, in Intolerance, which highlighted the evils of
injustice and conflict. In Broken Blossoms, he saw a story that would help Americans stop
believing that they are superior to others, and considered themselves to be the greatest people in the
world and that all others are considered as ‘foreigners.’151 Griffith wanted to create a different
structure in this new project, one that has a poetic touch, analogous to one of his stage plays or
thoughts coming out of a Browning novel. In doing so, he carefully chose his actors. He found
them in the theatre. For Lillian Gish, who played the part of Lucy, Griffith made her into that
iconic figure of softness, “Gish meant to him not only personally but artistically, she would become
147
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the personification of his dreams.”152 He would make Lillian more exquisite than reality, a youthful
face metamorphosed through the image of the camera into the ethereal. He would capture the
delicate, wistful overtones in her personality; he would render on the screen the mist phantom of a
man’s dream.153 In creating this effect on the screen, he would employ Henrik Sartov, a veteran
cameraman, whom Griffith met in 1917. Lennig points out that “Sartov had a single element lensactually a spectacle lens-that was full of all kinds of aberration that give a wonderful soft focus and
an indescribable sparkle to highlights such as catch-lights in the eyes and on the lips. It was the
elusive quality that Griffith had long been seeking in portraiture of Lilian.”154
The Chinaman’s part was played by stage actor Richard Barthelmess,155 who years later,
said, “In order to instill in me the spirit of the part, Griffith used to take me nightly to Chinatown in
Los Angeles, where we visited the restaurants, the shops, the temples, the tongs. I absorbed a lot of
Chinese atmosphere[s], and ever since that day, I have been a firm believer in this method of
getting to know what to put into a characterization. For the Battling Burrows character, played by
Donald Crisp, also a stage actor, who at the time was directing a film of his own for Paramount
Pictures, his scenes had to be made at night or on Sundays.156
The entire film was a challenge to Griffith, he explained to Thomas Burke, the author of
this story, “we tried very hard to keep the spirit of the story…we tried to stay to the general tone
and spirit of the story as we saw it.”157 To capture the general tone, Griffith had to create a new
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one. Aesthetically, he would decorate sets and set the planning phase in his own mood. In doing so,
Lennig claims that Griffith hired an English painter to make the new universe he envisioned.
“These paintings were by no means blueprints, nor did they contain anything as practical as set
dimensions.” From them, Griffith’s head carpenter tried to build a Chinese temple, London streets,
and an atmosphere equal to the prose of the story. However, these sets imaginative as they were,
still appeared “too matter-of-fact.” Moreover, “Griffith developed a new style of photography to
sustain the mood of the watercolors and like many aspects of his career; this was a combination of
chance and genius.”158

The Cinematic Treatment of Tableaux Vivants in Broken Blossoms.

The film titled Broken Blossoms, and subtitled “The Yellow Man and the Girl,”159 introduces
the allegorical nature of its three main protagonists in its cast list- an innocent, an idealist, and a
strongman brute:160
● Lucy (The Girl, played by Lillian Gish).
● The Yellow Man (an idealist, played by Richard Barthelmess).
● Battling Burrows (a strongman brute, played by Donald Crisp).
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● The Evil Eye (Played by Edward Pell).
● The Spying One (Played by George Beranger).
Broken Blossoms (1919)-based on “The Chink and the Child,” a short story from Thomas
Burke’s collection, The Lime house Nights (1916)-narrates the fatal intersecting of the lives of three
main characters: The Yellow Man, Battling Burrows, and Lucy. The film opens in a treaty port in
China, with the Yellow Man, who believes in his peaceful Oriental philosophy. When some
American sailors start fighting among themselves, he intervenes to settle the argument: “Do not
give blows for blows.”161 The Buddha says, “What thou does not want others to do to thee, do thou
not to others.”162 The sailors throws him to the ground. Upon the Buddha’s advice, Cheng yearns to
“take the glorious message of peace to the barbarous Anglo Saxons, sons of turmoil and strife,”163
particularly after he witnesses the rough behavior of American sailors stationed at the port. The
next sequence of the film, “some years later”164 in the Lime house district of London, Cheng’s
plans have failed miserably. Known now “only as a Chink store-keeper,”165 the immigrant,
defeated and alienated, now, finds temporary solace in opium and gambling.166
In direct contrast to the sensitive Chinaman is Battling Burrows, “a symbol of intolerance,
hatred, and moral Indifference.”167 A prizefighter, when he is not in the ring, he would
continuously take out his frustration on his little girl,168 Lucy. To Griffith, she represents the
innocent waif sacrificed in the moral and emotional slaughterhouse of the world”169 Despite her
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poverty; Lucy is a beautiful soul. To dramatize her appearance, Griffith has her visit a married
woman who, surrounded by her starving children and an abusive husband, warns the girl against
marriage. The girl also talks to some prostitutes who caution her about the evils of their profession.
The story asks what can such a blossom do in this universe, but be broken.170 Griffith even had her
open a little box of mementos that her mother left her. Out of it, she took a roll of tin foil, which
she took to the flower vendor, but she does not have enough to buy a flower.
When the father, Battling Burrows, finds out he has to go into training for his next fight and
must give up women and drinking, he lets out his resentments on Lucy. Badly beaten, Lucy
staggers into the street, and stumbles into the Yellow Man’s store. This event would bring a new
meaning to the Yellow man’s life. The Yellow Man, who has always admired Lucy from afar-an
intertitle, informs us, “The Yellow Man watched Lucy often. The beauty which all Lime house
missed smote him to the heart”- now finds himself in the position to care for her directly. Besides,
Lucy, only fifteen years old, needs care. She is a motherless, poor girl whose father, Battling
Burrows, is an “abysmal brute.”171
In the Yellow Man’s shop apartment, Lucy found physical and emotional shelter, experiencing
“the first gentleness she has ever known.”172 However, when Burrows learns that Lucy is with the
Yellow Man, he suddenly breaks into his place, smashes everything, and drags Lucy back home,
where he beat her to death. In the meantime, the Yellow Man returns to his home, sees the
destroyed apartment, takes a gun from a drawer, and runs off to Burrows home where he finds
Lucy’s dead body. Burrows enters the room, and the Yellow Man fatally shoots him. The final
scene shows the Yellow Man, who has taken Lucy’s dead body back to his apartment, where he
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committed suicide, inflicted by a knife wound so that the two can be together in death.

Sequential Treatment of Tableau Vivant.
Broken Blossoms opens with a poetic title card:
It is a tale of temple bells, sounding at Sunset before the image of Buddha;
It is a tale of love and lovers:
It is a tale of tears.173
Broken Blossoms’ second intertitle sends a clear message to the audience about social intolerance:
We may believe that there are no Battling Burrows, striking the helpless with brutal whip—
but do we not ourselves use the whip of unkind words and deeds? So, perhaps, Battling may
even carry a message of warning.174
These opening prologues to the film, Margaret A. Toth remarks, challenge the filmgoer to
reflect on one’s complicity in the system of social intolerance. Also, it prepares the viewer to disidentify with the film’s main white character and instead sympathizes with its cast of color.175
However, while it seems clear that the film’s narrative endorses racial tolerance, incest, and
miscegenation, this thesis focuses on the film’s visual logic-mainly, its representations of the
Tableaux Vivants. In Sandy Flitterman-Lewis’ The Blossom and the Bole: Narrative and Visual
Spectacle in Early Film Melodrama, she argues that Broken Blossoms’ narrative takes a backseat to
its visuals. In analyzing the film’s close-up shots in particular. She contends, “In each instance, the
narrative elaboration, whether through specific actions or suggestive effects, merely provides the
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background, alibi, or pretext for the intensification of vision provided by these shots.”176 That is, in
this “almost non-narrative”177 film, image trumps story. Flitterman-Lewis maintains that one type
of image-close-ups of Lucy-governs all others, which the entire film organized around shots of
Lillian Gish’s iconic face. Thus, Broken Blossoms defines its narration through the close-ups,
making the heroine’s face into a mode of storytelling itself.178
The film begins in China:
“At the turn-stiles of the East-the bund of a great Chinese treaty port.”179
Broken Blossoms opens on a Tableau Vivant shot of a treaty port in China, the same image
that ends the film after the Yellow Man’s suicide [Fig.1]. We are introduced to a busy Chinese
shopping district [Fig. 2] with young girls, a family, “sky-larking American sailors,”180 and an
idealist young Buddhist acolyte known only as the Yellow Man, as he contemplates a mission to
England.181 This introductory sequence, according to Andrew, “sets up the conflict in miniature by
pitting the Yellow Man, fresh from his temple retreat, against three feisty American sailors. The
sailors know no rule of life save rough and tumble fun ...The Yellow Man, on the other hand, is
shown to be a product of a sophisticated culture and tradition.”182 According to Toth, “Within this
transnational framework, the film immediately begins establishing power dynamics that will
govern the entire narrative, specifically the binaristic positions of Anglo/Asian that later will be
occupied by Burrows and the Yellow Man.183
Before The Yellow Man is introduced, Griffith cuts to a Tableau Vivant shot of three young
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Chinese women who consult an elderly Chinese fortune teller. This scene is brightly lit as the
camera zoom-in on a shallow focus of them and then into a close up shot of the fortuneteller’s
fingers. Toth describes this Tableau Vivant as “curiously static and sedate.”184 Significantly, the
one part of the fortune teller’s body that does move-his hand, which slowly fans his face-rendered
“other” his extremely long, curling fingernails suggest a bodily difference coded as both feminine
and monstrous.185 What is curious also, this hand is iris-in by the camera’s close-up, masking-out
the rest of the frame’s content. The hand here seems to be a motif, later seen in the film’s opium
den scene, a masked–out hand playing a string instrument. However, Elaine Marcine argues that
Hugo Munsterberg sees the Iris-in in many of Griffith’s works as a filmic device to slow down the
action because it removes the figure from the surrounding. It does not provide any narrative
content, just a metaphor to worry the spectators186
This sort of image recurs later in the film’s opium den scene. According to Toth, Griffith
trains the camera on an Asian musician with long, sharp fingernails. These shots join others that
position the Asian body as not only others but also monstrous and, more specifically, vampire-like.
She gives an example in the store scene, as Lucy was nursed back to health by the Yellow Man
after the terrible beating by her father, leaving her to near death. In this scene, Toth argues, the
Yellow Man bending over Lucy as if he is about to bite or has just bitten her neck as a sign of
vampire-like motif. However, I would argue that the Yellow Man bending over as he moves closer
to Lucy and with a slow-pace camera movement suggests a sign of affection that enhances the
Tableau Vivant caricature that echoes Griffith’s cinematic style of a mise-en-scène.
Toth further argues that “it is perhaps not surprising that the film draws on such imagery,
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given its anxiousness about the commingling of Anglo and Asian blood.”187 She went on to
reference Robert G. Lee, in Orientals: Asian Americans in Popular Culture, where he discusses
the gender implications of such images, pointing out that Fu Manchu, represented by Sax Rohmer
and various filmmakers as “feline and androgynous,” also has long fingernails that signal his
“female domination”188
When the film first introduces the Yellow Man’s character, the camera fades in on a
Tableaux Vivant: a meticulously organized long shot of the interior of a Buddhist temple [Fig.3].

The Temple Tableaux Vivant

Fig. 3 Broken Blossoms.
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A Buddhist priest speaks to the Yellow Man with words of advice before his journey to England as
a young missionary. This Tableau quality of the Yellow Man’s image echoes Griffith’s early years
in the theatre, having written plays and also as an actor and director. The model presented here is
quite similar to his theatre proscenium framings, a motif that he uses in his interior sets in several
scenes in Broken Blossoms.
The mise-en-scène in this shot is well organized and balanced. The Buddhist priest and the
Yellow Man is centered in the foreground as several Orientalist objects are lavishly displayed, in
the background, that includes shrines and statues of Buddha, incense burners, and above, an
oversized chandelier. Griffith uses strategically-placed high key lighting189 and, with the camera’s
closed frame on the Yellow Man body, to define his attire. The costume of the Yellow Man is well
lit. Toth notes that the Yellow Man is overdressed. “He wears an embroidered silk robe—one much
more decorative than the priest’s—that mirrors his overly-dressed surroundings.”190 Griffith’s
emphasis here is what establishes the remainder of the film. This beautiful garment to signify the
Yellow Man’s social status in his homeland China thus echoes his pristine upbringing. According
to Toth, although the devices Griffith uses in this Tableau call attention to the similarities between
Cheng and his magnificent surroundings, Toth sees this Tableau as having two meanings. She
argues that “Griffith doubly aestheticizes the Yellow Man as if we are viewing a framed painting or
staged Tableau Vivant within the borders of the camera’s frame” and further notes that “This sort
of aestheticizing of Cheng and his passivity, a visual strategy that carries overt gender
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implications,… throughout the entirety of the film.191
Toth claims that once Griffith introduces this shot of the Yellow Man, he no longer returns
to images of other Chinese people; the Yellow Man effectively displaces them, usurping their
position and taking up the role of Chinese passivity.192 This passivity Gunning suggests, happens
through Griffith’s contrast editing in the opening moments of the film with the aggressive
American sailors throwing the peaceful Yellow Man to the ground as he tries to break-up a fight.
Gunning argues that for Griffith, “the contrast does more than simply present events;”193 it
“primarily compares the content of shots ideologically, expressing a paradigmatic relation, a
comparison of types.”194 According to Toth, “The ideological underpinning of the editing used in
these opening shots is evident, for it sets up a clear binary: Westerners bodies are mobile, active,
and powerful, while Easterners are immobile, passive and weak.”195 Toth further argues that
“within this paradigm, the Yellow Man becomes the preeminent representative of Chinese
passivity.”196 However, Andrew sees the Yellow Man in this preparatory sequence as the sanctuary
of establishing order and further argues that, “The perfect symmetry of Griffith’s découpage in the
temple expresses clearly the Yellow Man’s strength and the source of that strength ...His very
motionless is a testimony to the rightness of this world and of him, its worthy inheritor.”197 Andrew
interprets the many Tableaux in this sequence marked by subtly restful compositions and by the
gauzy photographic style so crucial to the film later on.198 He emphasizes, more importantly, “they
are marked as Tableaux; that is, the dramatic power of the introduction is lodged in static
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representations rather than in any sequenced relationship of events.199 Andrew further explains that
in this first sequence, the static composition of the Yellow Man “is explicitly associated with the
eternity of Buddha and of the traditional texts which rule the lives of all citizens.”200 Furthermore,
Susan Koshy emphasizes “the editing strategy, mise-en-scène, and composition of the shots stress
Cheng’s belonging in this space and the tragic error of his choice to leave for the West.”201
Moreover, the costume Tableau of the Yellow Man in the temple is one of the embodiments
of the Tableau Vivant, also the slow posturing of the Yellow Man, the Buddha, and others. This
scene drives a compelling visual attraction of Griffith’s carefully crafted images, whether it is an
image that resembles a painting or a sculpture. According to Mary Chapman, these images thus
seduces our senses-suggesting the possibility of an allegorical reading. “How we are affected by
them, how we interpret the world through them, and how their signification may puzzle us.”202
Historically, Chapman declares, “Tableaux Vivants denoted figures posed, silent and immobile, for
twenty or thirty seconds, in imitation of well-known works of art or dramatic scenes from history
and literature.”203
Extending this insight, Belen Vidal in his book, Time and the Image: The Tableau. He
writes that this Tableau figuration as a discursive tool:
These framing effects mark the intrusion of a different regime of figuration that detaches
the shot from the broader diegetic space, disturbing the conventions of narrative and
spectacle…that make the [Tableau] a figure of fantasy. From the clash between narrative
and stasis to the impact of the mobile or variable eye on cinematic effects of anamorphosis
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and deframing.204
Vidal explains that with its fixed framings, long takes, slow motion, zooms, or
superimpositions strain the narrative as a whole, drawing our attention to the visual textures of the
film. This “overwriting” of the shot throws into relief the tension between the discursive and
figural dimensions of the film.205
From the temple scene, the film cuts away to an open shot of the marketplace. A title card
reads: The Yellow Man holds a great dream to take the glorious message of peace to the barbarous
Anglo-Saxons, sons of turmoil and strife.206 In this sequence, the Yellow Man finds the same
American sailors arguing with each other. He steps between them and preaches the non-violence
teachings of the Buddha, bringing peace among humanity. An intertitle follows:
Do not give blows for blows. The Buddha says: what thou dost want to do to thee, do thou
not to others.207
Ignoring the Yellow Man’s message, they knocked him to the ground and continue to fight
amongst themselves. This sort of back-and-forth, or contrast editing, recurs several times in the
first few minutes of the film, the shots relaying between the American sailors and various Chinese
people populating the port town. Gunning argues that for Griffith. “The contrast edit does more
than merely present events.”208 Primarily, “it compares the content of shots ideologically,
expressing a paradigmatic relation, a comparison of types.”209 The ideological underpinning of the
editing used in these opening shots is evident, for it sets up a clear binary: Westerners’ bodies are
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mobile, active, and powerful, while Easterners’ are immobile, passive, and weak.210 Toth explains
that within this paradigm, the Yellow Man becomes the preeminent representative of Chinese
passivity. On the one hand, this passivity merely reinforces the film’s ostensible narrative:
Westerners are barbaric, while Easterners are peaceful.211

Limehouse Gothic Tableaux Vivants.
The camera fades-in, to the next scene of the Yellow Man’s journeys to London’s
Limehouse section,212 a foggy waterfront district. An intertitle introduces this Tableau Vivant scene
reminiscent of Gothic paintings. According to Flitterman-Lewis, this Tableau Vivant sequence
“bathed with an ambiance of mists and fogs that seem to transform the brute reality of London’s
Limehouse district into poetry itself, based on a series of watercolors by English artist George
Baker.213 Lennig points out, “to achieve the misty fog effects that the watercolors had captured,
Griffith created a London peasouper by spraying water across the set and lighting strategically
placed smoke pots. The results looked genuine.”214 This Limehouse scene where Griffith sets-up is
painterly. Lennig notes that Griffith sets the theme of this story to create a spectacular moment in
one such tableau-strikingly detailed, that begs the audience to read this framing. In trying to come
to terms with Griffith’s intense visual scenes that stand out in Broken Blossoms, seems to also beg
for an artistic approach that is embedded in this narrative, not focusing on the narrative flow but
rather the arresting visual moments that these Tableaux Vivants warrants in this film.215
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“Early morning in the Limehouse district of London, some years later.”216
This sequence shows rows of storefronts line the dock, including the Yellow Man shop. The
shop sign reads “Cheng Huan”217 [Figs.4, 5]. The enclosed space of the confining universe of the
district around his shop is circumscribed by archways at the rear, unadorned and weathered
cobblestone streets, and opposing shops on the other side of the road. The fog hides the reality of
life for many inhabitants in the area.218 In his article, Screening the Gothic Genre in Broken
Blossoms, Coste de Beauregard, describes this sort of premise, as a striking view of London’s
urban life, and more specifically in the district of Limehouse as a visual leitmotiv. He describes the
scene as:
Framing two streets from a distant invisible focal point which [his] hidden from our sight
by a pall like double archway: the Gothic pointed arch’s project upon the foreground a
constant darkness which is only lit at night with beams of gaslight, though the result is to
render its projected shadow starkly visible as it spreads ominously “downstage” to the very
foreground of the frame.219
Moreover, Beauregard sees Griffith’s mise-en-scène as reconstructions of scenes that took
place outside the field of the camera eye, such as The Birth of a Nation (1915) or Intolerance
(1916). More paradoxically, however, is his dependence on the narrative poetry of Victorian poets,
while it is as the adaptor of the novel that he has come down to us-and of Charles Dickens
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essentially.220 Beauregard believes that “The Gothic genre, or rather tone and taste in Broken
Blossoms (1919), is rife with allusions to Dickens; that is why the screening of the Gothic genre in
the film is interesting to analyze. The gothic canon is well known, and some fragments of the canon
have been found their way as signs of the genre in this film.”221
Broken Blossoms shows us several motifs of the Gothic genre, mainly the vaulted empty
world of tunnels and other subterranean passages, the haunted house, or pieces of furniture that
contains secret treasures.222 For example, according to Beauregard, the haunted house, for one, is
used in a moment that causes the shattering of Lucy and Cheng’s (Yellow Man) dreams. The
haunted house is an essential gothic motif that appears in most of Dickens’ novels, for instance,
“the evil Mrs. Clenman’s house, which is haunted according to her housekeeper Mrs. Flintwinch,
in Little Dorrit.”223
In the Yellow Man’s migratory change from China to London’s Limehouse, an intertitle
posits in this next scene, “Now- Lime house knows him only as a chink store-keeper.”224 Griffith
has painted a harsher tone in his framing. In China, we see Griffith’s opening sequence of a loving
and playful society, disrupted by the westerners, prompting the Yellow Man to travel to London to
reform them. Following this sequence was the Temple’s spiritual scenery. Thus, Griffith provided
us with a gay society at large. Now in London, we see the Yellow Man’s environment as dark and
enclosed, confining him to a prison-like enclave. The world of the film echoes with the spiritual
ringing bells of his Temple to the ringing bells of Burrow’s cruel world of the fight game.
In many of his earlier films, Griffith painted such grim scenes in his poverty-stricken
stories, stories that he had taken repeatedly from Dickens. According to Agatha Frymus, “the origin
220
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of the image of Limehouse as a dark, mysterious landscape filled with smoke and secrets traced
back to the second half of the nineteenth century.”225 In the first chapter of The Mystery of Edwin
Drood, Charles Dickens,226 popularized the symbolism of the opium smokehouses, accessible only
through “narrow passages” and “devious ways.”227 For Dickens, the Chinese settlement represented
the “lowest stratum of the international hierarchy in the streets around the London docks.”228 Oscar
Wilde’s novel The Picture of Dorian Grey (1891) also employed the iconography of the quarter as
drug and crime-infused; it is in Lime house where Grey satisfies his hideous, gnawing hunger for
opium.229
This next sequence of Broken Blossoms shows the Yellow Man “ravaged by drug abuse
after becoming disillusioned; his mission has failed both personally and spiritually.”230 This first
shot of the Yellow Man in London clearly announces him within this particular visual system.
Griffith’s stationary camera fades in on a street scene in Lime house’s Chinatown. In this sequence,
the Yellow Man, looking like an older person, hobbling across the frame, coming to rest against the
exterior of his shop, hunched forward in a caved-in position “while hugging both sides of his chest,
and reflecting a melancholy gaze in his drug-hooded eyes”231 [Fig. 6]. His body is crumpled and
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damaged, ravaged by drug abuse. Susan Koshy notes. “Cheng’s visual transformation recreated
through costume posture, and composition is
stark. He goes from being a splendidly robed,
dignified, and eloquent man to a pathetic, silent,
huddled figure in shabby black pajamas.”232
Through his moment of quiet introspection, the
camera closes in on the Yellow Man and then cuts
to the opium den reflecting his shattered dreams.
Fig. 6 Broken Blossoms

The Opium Den Tableaux Vivants.
“The Yellow Man’s youthful dreams come to wreck against the sordid realities of
life…Broken bits of his life in his new home.”233
In this sequence of shots, Griffith would insert a filmic style that is very innovative in this
early stage of filmmaking. As mentioned earlier, the standard classical film narrative of this period
flows in a linear model; however, in Broken Blossoms, Griffith's innovative style changed that
mode of linearity. The Yellow Man is reliving his past as he ponders on what is happening to his
dreams, it is dreamy scene yet, realistic to explain his present demeanor, and at the same time,
presents a back story. Thus it corrupts the usual way of following a film narrative of the period. In
other words, how can the Yellow Man, be leaning on his store walls while simultaneously the
film's audiences see another story of him unfolds [Fig.7].
This Tableau Vivant reflects his shattered dreams where he smokes the deadly drug, as an
intertitle reads “Chinese, Malays, Lascars, / Where the Orient squats at the portals of the West.”
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The next title card asks, “In the scarlet house of sin, does he ever hear the temple bells?”
According to Lee, “the mise-en-scène reinforces the intertitle’s point, making visible the extent to
which the East can infiltrate the West. Orientalist objects, such as opium pipes, smoking platforms,
and Eastern musical instruments, crowd the interior of this East London haunt.”234 Moreover, Toth
argues that this Tableau infiltration is coded as sexual, for it is not merely “Eastern wares that have
permeated a Western geography: rather, Eastern men fraternize with white Western women.”235

Fig. 7. Broken Blossoms.
This scene opens with a Tableau Vivant shot. In the lower foreground, an Asian man sits
cross-legged on the floor, smoking a pipe. In the direct center of the frame, immediately behind and
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above him on a raised platform, a white woman lounge languidly.236 Seated next to her is an Asian
man, while other men of color scattered throughout the mise-en- scène, some smoking, lounging
and, conversing with white women, others playing games or an instrument. According to Toth,
Broken Blossoms Opium den sequence is explicit about the white woman’s role in “this scarlet
house of sin.”237 Toth notes in one shot, a white woman lean in to kiss an Asian man, while
another, a close-up, registers the lounging woman’s orgasmic response to smoking opium. “She
pants heavily, licks her lips, and stares suggestively at an Asian man across the room who
discreetly returns her Gaze”238 [Fig.8]. Toth argues that “Cheng’s role within this heterosexual
economy, one that operates through the titillation of cross-racial desire, is clear: unlike the other
men of color presented in the scene.”239
Cheng does not mingle with anyone. Instead, he smokes his opium pipe in a state of
tranquility. Julia Lesage identifies the ideological symbolism of this scene, writing of the lounging
white woman. “This shot parallels a later one of Cheng stretched out full length on a couch, with
the opium seller tending this completely passive figure. The equation of the protagonist’s vice with
the sexual disorder and a suspiciously feminine passivity could not be more explicit.”240 Toth also
agrees, clearly, “in this interstitial space that collapses the binaries of East and West,” categories of
femininity and masculinity get destabilized specifically, the suturing together of particular parallel
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images conspires to position the Yellow Man as effeminate.241
Once the film shifts to London, Toth argues that Griffith continues to elaborate on the
Yellow Man’s passivity, but, through various visual practices, he begins more aggressively to align
this passivity with femininity. Significantly, the London scenes constructed through a different type
of contrast editing than that employed in the opening segment. “Griffith continues to juxtapose
images and whole sequences against one another, but here the contrast function to draw parallels
between each shot.242 Film theorist Raymond Bellour claims, “The shots are structured now
through the semiotics of repetition instead of the semiotics of difference.”243 According to Toth,
this particular form of editing works to feminize the Yellow Man, for, throughout the rest of the
film, Griffith uses visual repetition to align the Yellow Man with white women.244
Following this sequence, the camera then cuts to an introduction of “the home of Lucy and
Battling Burrows.”245 The area where they live is in the same district as the Yellow Man, shown
with views of a misty, jumbled dockside that looks like a painting, brought to life by a man, as he
endlessly saws on a block of wood by the water.246 Lucy, the fifteen-year-old, enters her father’s
life as an illegitimate child. Battling Burrows described as a brute of a father, a sadistic
professional boxer who drinks to celebrate his latest victory.
“Battling Burrows, an abysmal brute-a gorilla of the jungles of East London-gloating on
his victory over the “Lime house Tiger.”247
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The Girl, Lucy, the only one with a name in this
narrative, first appearance in the film, she strolls into a
stationary shot of a pier in the Lime house district. An
intertitle appearing in the next frame reads “The Girl.
When not serving as a punching bag to relieve the
Battler’s feelings, the bruised little body may be seen
Fig.11. Broken Blossoms

creeping around the docks of Lime house.”248 In this

Tableau shot, hunched over like an older person, Lucy limps slowly across the frame, eventually
stopping to catch her breath next to a white man on the pier [Figs. 9, 10]. This Tableau is spatially
organized according to bodily difference: Lucy broken, bent, and female; the other figure is male,
upright, and healthy. This visual representation becomes particularly apparent when we compare
shots of Chen and Lucy. Looking at the first shots of Cheng in London clearly states how he fits
within this particular visual system. In both scenes,
according to Toth, unraveling this Tableaux Vivant
moment, Griffith shifts from long shots to progressively
closer medium shots, a relatively new filmic convention
used to establish intimacy with the subject within the
frame.249 The medium-close-ups accent the characters’
Fig.12. Broken Blossoms

faces, both pointed down and to the right [Figs.11, 12].
Such moments of visual repetition align Lucy and Cheng,

an alignment that is overtly gendered. That is, the two characters are similar not merely because
they are lonely, bruised individuals, but also because their shared drama of alienation plays itself
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out on their bodies in familiarly coded ways. As Koshy points out, Cheng’s “hunched body” and
“delicate gestures . . . draw extensively on a repertoire of conventionally feminine bodily signs.”250
Hence, Gina Marchetti points out that the shots themselves are formulaically gendered,
constructed through techniques that were already becoming codified in the American film industry.
For one, “Griffith typically uses soft light on Cheng’s face, a light that render[s] his features less
angular, more ‘womanly.’”251 Indeed, Griffith generally reserved such lighting for shooting Lillian
Gish, Mae Marsh, and his other female stars. Moreover, in these and other shots of Cheng, Griffith
employs both an iris frame and a soft-focus lens. Both techniques produce a romantic, iconic effect,
with a soft-focus that was rarely used to shoot male subjects. Both the shot composition and
editing, then, function to emasculate Cheng and align him with Lucy. “Of course, one could argue
that this sort of parallelism is often used not to equate two characters but, for instance, to
foreshadow that they will meet or to suggest that they meant for one another.”252 Indeed, this is part
of Griffith’s visual symbolism that “I interpret as a Tableau Vivant.”253 Yet Griffith does not stop
simply with parallels between Cheng and Lucy, for Cheng occupies, more generally, a feminine
position in the film’s dialectics of gender.254
In this same sequence of Lucy on the pier, Griffith employed the same strategy used before
on Cheng as he reminisced about his past life. Lucy’s inner world opens, and she depressingly
contemplates the warning by weary homemakers and prostitutes. Their suggestions that she should
Fig. 12. Broken Blossoms
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avoid both matrimonies and selling her body, offer no possible avenues of escape in her future. A
married acquaintance has told her, ‘whatever you do, dearie, don’t get married.’255 The camera’s
intense focus on her face seems to invite us to question her motives and behavior. A similar
physiognomy of Lucy’s is found in Antonioni’s L’ Avventura (1960) protagonist, Anna, that may
help to understand this facial expression. Matilda Mroz, in her article, Temporality and Film
Analysis, describes Anna’s physiognomy.
Her eyes largely remain fixed on a point beyond the frame. The camera’s intense focus on
her face seems to invite us to question her motives and behavior. Her face may appear as a
surface, but the extension of the image through time seems to draw attention to something
beyond the surface.256
However, Mary Ann Doane has argued that in early cinema aesthetics and the female gaze,
“Behind the perfect, seamless face, the unwavering stare, it is impossible not to project thought,
emotion, although the face gives no indication of either.”257 Mroz agrees with Doane that the shot
appears to bring the face up close, providing what Doane calls, “an intense phenomenological
experience of presence,”258 yet, it also continually retracts this intimacy. As it develops through
duration, the sequence performs precisely that which cannot be grasped or possessed.259
The camera then cuts to Lucy entering her home, there she meets her father, Battling
Burrows, waiting for supper, angry she is late, but an insert of a clock on the wall shows not so.
Caught in one of many instances that Lucy is never in her right, “Lucy, as usual, receives the
Battler’s pent up brutishness.”260 While looking at her abusive father in fear, she begs her father
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not to whip her, as he chases her around a table, pleading: “Don’t whip me-don’t! Please, Daddy!Don’t!” Battling gives up on his chase after her [Fig.13], then jokes, “Put a smile on your face,
can’t yer?” With the threat of her father, Lucy was unable to smile [Fig.14]. She then forcibly
transforms herself with a gesture of a pitiful forced smile. With an inventive finger-induced smile,
produced by pushing up the sides of her mouth with two fingers, she satisfies his demands by
substituting a symbolic smile for a real one.261 After Burrows leaves, Lucy eats the remains of his
plate.
The next scene cuts to two Anglican clergyman outside the Yellow Man’s shop who speaks
about a mission to china:
Older Clergyman: My Brother leaves for China tomorrow to convert the heathens.
Yellow Man: I-I wish him luck.262
The Clergyman then handed the Yellow Man a booklet entitled “Hell.” He receives it graciously
without changing his expression. Quite a paradox this scene posits, the Yellow Man came to
Limehouse to teach the white man civility as seen from the film’s opening sequence, sailors
fighting among themselves. Moreover, here we have the Clergyman preaching to a peaceful
Chinese man, a sign that should halt the Clergyman’s travel to China. The Yellow Man came here
because he saw the fighting sailors in his homeland China, and now the Clergyman sees the yellow
man, a man of peace, yet he wants to go to China to ‘convert the heathens.’ Griffith has injected
these short, subtle scenes into this narrative as an underlying motif that draws allegories. Thus, this
example can be read as imperialism through the church.
The camera then cuts back to Lucy in her home in a wide-open shot that houses a
proscenium stage setting. A filmic style that Griffith uses so often in his theatre years as a stage
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director and his early Biograph Studio days. In this Tableau Vivant shot, reminisces a Gothic look
of a haunted house spoken of earlier. According to Beauregard, in the Gothic novel, one sees that
instead of motivating the fact that the house is haunted, the description itself underscores the
anomaly of the manifestation itself “pent-up vapours,” as the house were some volcano.263 As
Battling Burrows has departed, telling Lucy he expects his tea at five o’clock. We see her intent on
housework and chores such as darning one of her father’s socks; Lucy prepares a shopping trip
with a few coins given by her father for groceries. Under a brick on the floor, she had some saved
mementos, given by her mother. The precious items include a crumpled piece of tin foil and a piece
of silk and a ribbon with a note that reads;
“This ain’t much but all I got to leave you. You might find them some use for your weddin.
The piece of silk and the ribbon…”264
According to Beauregard, the tin foil and ribbon are hidden treasures, a gothic canon, while
the letter hints at a treasure, which is not material but psychological: it speaks about family ties and
affectionate feelings.265 Beauregard points out:
As this short collection of “gothic remains” hopefully shows, the elements are undeniably
present and yet, have undergone a metamorphosis or a grotesque displacement present in
Dickens text and which Griffith uses as a subtext to give his American viewer a “truthful,”
or “authentic,” representation of London. Dickenson banalization of “gothic remains” into
melodrama and/or naturalism in Broken Blossoms concerns not only the metamorphosis of
the setting. For instance, the treasure underneath the floor, but also addresses the
representation of human lives.266
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The camera slowly cuts back to a close-up shot of Lucy as she decorates her hair with the
ribbon. She then puts on her hat and with the tin foil in hand; she hopes to trade it for some flowers.
“Enough tin foil might get something extra.”267
Lucy walks with the still stooped-over posture, as seen earlier on the docks, pausing in front of the
Yellow Man store. In front of the store, Lucy finds a piece of tin foil on the pavement. The Yellow
Man, inside, smoking his opium with a long pipe, similar to the one in the opium den. The camera
then moves in a medium close-up Tableau framing of the Yellow Man, as he observes her silently
and adores her as he had often done in the past. She is his only joy and beauty of life. “The Yellow
Man watched Lucy often. The beauty which all Limehouse missed smote him to the heart.”268
In this close-up Tableau with backlighting and soft focus, Lucy’s angelic face becomes an
idealistic vision for the yellow Man.269 According to Andrew, “Lucy is oblivious to the pressure of
gazes that effectively pin her to that window. The Yellow Man looks through his store window at
Lucy. Their glances are competing with one another on the space of her body.”270 Meanwhile,
Battling Burrows has gone out to a local pub, boozing and womanizing. His fight manager finds
him and reminds him of his upcoming fight. Battling Burrows gets angry with his manager and
would soon take out this anger on his punching bag, Lucy, when he gets home. The camera cuts
back to Lucy, now across the street to get her groceries, and wanting to buy some flowers but could
not afford it, bargaining with her tin foil to the flower vendor, suggesting a trade. Looking on is
Evil Eye, who then makes advances to Lucy, but the Yellow Man stepped between them, foiling
his motive. A series of crosscuts, according to Andrew, build the tension of this scene explicit, and
Lucy’s position between these eyes unmistakable reminds us that there is no escape for Lucy.271
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The next shot shows Lucy returning home on time; however, Battling Burrows was there
before her, accusing her of being late with his dinner. As she hurriedly prepares his food, she
accidentally spills some hot tea on him, realizing she is in danger, her mistake causes her to tremble
hysterically. Battling Burrows then rushes towards Lucy and grabs her by the arm: “Pretend yer
didn’t do it on purpose! I’ll learn yer!”272 Holding on to her arm, he reaches for his whip from
under the bed. Trapping her, Lucy pleads with her father not to beat her, and that the law is going
to hang him. She then looks down at his shoes to distract him, “Oh Look! Daddy! Dust on your
boots!”273
Lucy hurries down to Burrows’s feet and wipes his boots with the hem of her dress. “Wild
and animalistic, he grabs her by the arm, flings her to the other side of the room, and begins
striking her repeatedly with the whip. He rips the upper part of her dress to shreds and lacerates her
arm. She is rendered unconscious.”274 Battling Burrows then left for the pub. Lucy barely gathers
up some energy to get away this time from such beatings. She drags herself and finally topples into
the doorway of the Yellow Man’s shop, and collapses on the floor. When the Yellow Man sees her,
he could not believe his eyes. “She appears like utopian vision to him-his titled head, distant eyes
and posture suggests that the drug densely fogs his brain and he struggles to make sense of sight.
And then she stirs slightly, and then he rubs his eyes in disbelief.”275

Tableaux vivant of Lucy and the Yellow Man.
When Lucy awakens, the Yellow Man showers on her, “the first gentleness has ever
known.”276 She leans back against the Yellow Man’s shop counter, afraid, as he cleans her wounds
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with a wet cloth:
“Oh, Lily flower and plum Blossoms!
Oh silver streams and dim-starred skies!”277
With love in his heart, the Yellow Man carries her upstairs, where he has lived over the
shop. He places her on the bed and makes the room a temple for her, nursing her back to health. In
this Tableau Vivant sequence, the camera fixed in a wide-open shot, a sort of proscenium setting.
"The room is prepared as for a princess …A magical robe treasured from an olden day"278
becomes her new garb as he dresses her in Chinese silk. Responding to his warmth and kindness,
something she has never known, "she seems transformed –into the dark chambers of her
incredulous, frightening little heart comes warmth and light."279 He fixes her hair with a pretty
comb, realizing that she is a priceless, angelic beauty:
“Blue and yellow silk caressing white skin-her beauty so long hidden shines out like a
poem.”280
“When she admires herself in a hand-held mirror, a delighted, coquettish smile begins to appear on
her face-without the use of her fingers.”281 The Yellow Man offers her a small vase of flowers,
fulfilling her wish for a flower at the street shop. She removes one to admire as her own. This
Tableau filmed in a soft-focus, “next to her bed, his closed eyes inwardly imagine that they are
one. She tentatively reaches out to him, and then gently strokes his cheek, asking:”282
“What makes you so good to me, Chinky?”283
The next dramatically lyrical statement, reflected in a pantomimed religious scene,
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describes how the Yellow Man catches moonlight in his hand, brings the rays of light to her
bedside, and then showers them upon her. Regaining his sense of mission (which he had lost years
earlier), he kneels religiously and prays at her bedside/shrine while she sleeps, ecstatically kissing
and touching her hand with his face:284
“There he brings rays stolen from the lyric moon, and places them on her hair; and all
night long he crouches holding one grubby little hand.”285
Film critic Robert G. Lee suggests that in this scene, “the audience is led to witness the
transformation of the white child into the Orientalized prostitute.”286 Toth agrees that this sort of
interpretation, while persuasive, elides the complexities undergirding the scene, particularly its
references to a perverse Pygmalion narrative. For in this scene, like the effeminate Waldo, who
meticulously grooms the titular character in Otto Preminger’s Laura (1944), we suspect that the
Yellow Man is living vicariously through Lucy.”287 Toth in explaining this tableau, she implies
that “Cheng wants Lucy for ‘his own,’ indicating a heterosexual narrative, and, just as
persuasively, that he wants to be like Lucy wants her ‘ways’ for ‘his own’-indicating a subtext of
sexual inversion.”288 Toth contends that “Cheng’s sexuality, including this suggestion of inversion,
is also paradoxically coded as asexual.”289 Toth asserts that as queer theorists and film critics have
pointed out, “effeminate asexuality often functions as a sign of homosexuality, particularly in early
films or those made during the Production Code era.”290 In such films, a director couldn’t
outwardly portray a character’s homosexuality-considered a “perversion” under the Production
Code’s constitution. But he or she could signal to the audience that a character’s sexuality was
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somehow “off.” Most often achieved by making the role markedly uninterested in sex.291
Similarly, Richard Barrios suggests that a character’s homosexuality as often signaled
through “ludicrously inapt heterosexuality.”292 “We see this sort of paradigm operating in Broken
Blossoms,” Toth asserts, “since the very narrative events that position Cheng as sexually inverted,
his effeminate body language and taste in clothing and aesthetics, are also those that point towards
his asexuality.”293
Not surprisingly, as we pay close attention to the film, it becomes quite clear that Griffith is
not “expunging sex as he is erasing Cheng’s sexuality.” 294 Toth admits, the film maintains several
erotic references. Still, they attach themselves either to white women, such as those in the opium
den or the prostitutes who warn Lucy against their profession.295 In his novel, The Chink and the
Child, Burke describes Cheng as an experienced lover. When Burke’s Cheng encounters Lucy in
the opium den, he takes advantage of the girl’s vulnerability, “touch[ing] her wistfully yet
eagerly,”296 and later, back in his shop, he grows bolder, kissing Lucy’s “cheek and lip and little
bosom . . . .”297 However, Griffith has changed the story away from Burke’s misogynous tale. For
instance, as the wounded Lucy stumbles into the Yellow Man’s store, he sits down and stares at
Lucy in disbelief. According to Toth, Griffith held this Tableau Vivant shot for an extended amount
of time, underscoring Cheng's immobility, before cutting first to an iris close-up of Lucy curled up
on the floor. Then to “a dreamy, soft-focus shot of Cheng with his eyes lifted towards the ceiling,”
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highlighting Cheng and Lucy's passivity and innocence in these two medium close-ups.298
After Lucy awakens and Cheng begins to tend to her, Griffith cuts to an intertitle that reads,
"Oh, lily flowers and plum blossoms! Oh, silver streams and dim-starred skies!" According to
Toth, this title indicates we are decidedly not in Burke's seedy and material Limehouse; instead, we
are in a romanticized and ethereal space. One conveniently purged of Burke's references to sexual
acts.299
According to Toth, in his classic rendition of Burke's story, Griffith transforms Cheng from
a sexual lover into an asexual mother.300 "For two days he held her. Soft caresses from his yellow
hands and long, devout kisses were all their demonstrations. Each night he would tend her, as
might mother to child."301 In other words, according to Toth, the Yellow Man’s sexual desire is
bound up with his maternal sentiments in the original version. In the film, the Yellow Man is
primarily a mother figure.
The Yellow Man gives Lucy a silk robe he has long preserved "from an olden day"302 and
dresses her hair with an ornament. These gifts are superior versions of the familiar objects that
Lucy's actual mother left behind for her. For instance, when the Yellow Man presents her with a
baby doll, she admires earlier in his shop window. The film subtly implies the two different ways
that the Yellow Man can "give" Lucy a child. But for the most part, Cheng-as-mother, is devoid of
any sexual desires, even in these scenes with layered symbolism.303 He merely stands passively
with his hands clasped in front of him, as he did earlier in the temple, smiling serenely at Lucy's
pleasure. Koshy argues that in this scene, religious symbolism works to impede any sexual
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relationship. “The lifeless but beautiful doll simultaneously symbolizes and contains the
possibilities of their union, is the critical moment of conceiving of the possibilities of reproductive
union between Lucy and the Yellow Man.”304 Koshy emphasizes that indeed, this sort of filmic
language—both narrative and visual—always intercedes, fundamentally prohibiting not only
sexual acts but even, it seems, sexual desire.305
While Lucy was comforted in this dreamy world, upstairs of the Yellow Man’s store, he
was tending to his business downstairs. The Spying One, a friend of Battling Burrows, came to the
store to purchase something. Not having enough change for the customer, the Yellow Man left his
store to get some money changed across the street. Meanwhile, waiting in the store for the Yellow
Man’s return, the Spying One heard the sound of a broken ware upstairs. “He climbs the stairs to
investigate and spies Lucy there.”306 He then hurries to inform Battling Burrows of Lucy’s
whereabouts.
The camera cuts to a shot of Burrows in the boxing ring. Interrupted by the Spying One
with the news, Burrows vows to the Spying One, “wait till I am through with this fight tonight-I’ll
get ‘em.”307 Toth notes that by cutting back and forth between Cheng’s slow advance towards Lucy
and Burrows in the ring, Griffith reverts to the suspenseful editing patterns he adopted towards the
end of The Birth of a Nation. “Will we wonder, the white patriarchal figure arrives in time to save
the white woman from the man of color?”308 But just as this pattern begins to establish itself, it
unravels. Instead of moving closer, Cheng falls on his knees and kisses the sleeve of Lucy’s robe;
“his love,” as the next intertitle tells us, “remains a pure and holy thing.”309
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Then the next shot shows an intertitle, “the girl moves to go home-but decides to wait until
tomorrow,” it then juxtaposes with the fight scene. Burrows knocks down his opponent, wins the
match, dresses quickly and hurries to ‘rescue’ his child: “He goes to right his honor?”310 The next
shot shows the Yellow Man temporarily leaves his shop to buy Lucy some flowers, Burrows and
two other accomplices enters the shop, found Lucy upstairs. In a rage, he pounds his fist and tells
her, “You with a dirty Chink!”
Lucy: “Tain’t nothin’ wrong! “Tain’t nothing wrong! I fell down in the doorway and-it
wasn’t nothin’ wrong!
Burrows: I’ll learn yer! I’ll learn yer!311
Burrows tears off Lucy silk clothing and orders her, “Take them things off!” She cringed away from
him as she changed back into her rags. He then proceeded to destroy the Yellow Man’s apartment
and left with Lucy, dragging her through the foggy streets of Limehouse. Lucy still clutches onto
her doll.
The camera cut back to Evil Eye, across the street, who saw the incident and alerted the
Yellow Man at the flower shop. When the Yellow Man discovers that Lucy was gone, in the
wreckage of his home, he found the silken cloth torn off Lucy’s body and then collapses in on the
floor. He cries hysterically for his lost love.312

The Closet Tableaux Vivants.313
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The camera then cuts to Battling Burrows home. He reaches for his whip as she cries:
“Don’t! Daddy! It wasn’t nothin’ wrong.” Lucy escapes from her father’s clutches and runs into a
closet, locking herself in. The ‘closet scene,’ the most memorable one in the film and Film’s
history,314 is a small tight space. Lucy, clutching her doll for the only comfort, screaming
hysterically, turning, stopping, turning, stopping, and pleading to her savage father:
Don’t Daddy!-Don’t THEY’LL HANG YER!315
With the camera’s intercutting of this sequence, the Yellow Man throws himself on the
floor of his apartment, clutching Lucy’s torn silk robe to his face. This parallelism of Lucy
clutching on to the doll and the Yellow Man clinging to her gown. According to Langford. “To
some extent, it is this somatic address, which is able to momentarily hold us and carry us along in
the film’s rhythm, to take over our senses and render us speechless.”316
Cheng vows revenge, reaches for a gun, and proceeds towards Lucy’s home. In the
meantime, Burrows smashes the closet door with an axe, as Lucy circles around this small space.
The camera moves closer to their faces [Fig 's.15, 15.1, 15.2].Mroz describes this scene as “a kind
of hapticity, in which the surface of the screen appeals to the sense of touch.”317 Gilles Deleuze has
written that “the close-up image is difficult to define because it is felt rather than conceived: it
concerns what is new in the experience, what is fresh, fleeting and nevertheless eternal.”318
Meanwhile, Burrows finally breaks through the door and pulls Lucy out into the open;
there, he whips her to near death. Burrows then throws her on the bed and then taps her head with
the Phallic-like whip handle, a prelude to the final blows that crush her skull. Lucy is left alone to
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die on the bed, as Burrows goes to another room and begins drinking. In her death scene, while
clutching her doll (her link to the Yellow Man), Lucy gives a final finger-smile (her connection to
her father):319
“Dying, she gives her last little smile to the world that has been so unkind.”320
In analyzing this horror Tableau. The hysterics posit by Lucy every time she is around her
father, and especially in this closet scene, is what Peter Brooks, refers to as “seized by meaning.”321
Carol Watts commenting on Brooks’ claim that this new aesthetics is an embodiment that emerges
in late eighteenth-century revolutionary France, melodrama testifies to the emergence of a concept
of mass emotion, promising to render it legible in the pantomimic possibilities of the body.322
Watts contends that “in this sense, as Brooks explores, it shares a psychoanalytic concern for the
somatic truth of repression. Griffith, he argues, inherits its repressive repertoire; a gestural acting
out of meanings that cannot be articulated except through the often hystericized body.”323 It is such
a desire that Tom Gunning sees as the immediacy of assaults on the senses: “the frisson, the
shudder, the knot in the pit of the stomach.”324 And furthers, “as a dialectical interaction between
moral significance and an excess aimed precisely at non-cognitive attractions.”325 Watts further
adds that the hysteria found in Lucy’s reaction can also convey the violence and, indeed, the threat
of a useful overload. A state of an impasse that there are no comforting means to resolve and that
such an arresting state of “being beside oneself, “as Eisenstein puts it, is not, however, “to go into
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nothing,” but a transition “to something different in quality.”326 At the same time, this narrative
space drew an “Allegorical Tableau” through spectatorship.327
Langford thus argues that allegorical cinema introduces the spectator to “allegorical ways
of seeing.” That is. Ways of seeing or a kind of spectatorship in which the spectator’s capacity to
make connections are activated.328 In the process, these performers, who include divas and
prostitutes, are the very embodiment of commodification. They draw an allegorical gaze to shatter
their illusory totality and doing so, manages to extract what Deleuze would call an “image” from
the cliché.329 Describing the closet scene, one reviewer admitted, “We sat on the edge of our seats,
one hand grasping the arm, the other crushing a wet handkerchief, and trembled and grew
hysterical over what we saw before us” (“Dramatic Critics”).330 That is, as with most effective
melodramas, the viewer identifies with and experiences the victimized, feminized characters’
distress: Lucy’s and, perhaps even more so, the Yellow Man. Langford argues that such scenes
create a spatio-temporal segmentation that constitutes the Tableaux. She asserts that the
composition of the mise-en-scène, framing devices of and in the image, and the pace, postures, and
attitudes adopted by the performers all play an important part in what Jodi Brooks has called the
“Tableauisation’ of space,”331 ultimately enabling entire edited sequences to function as
Tableau.332 Langford further argues that it is within these edited tableaux, which breaks away from
their original linear contexts, that we can begin to see the ‘allegorical image’ as a force. It serves to
break the compositional unity of the scene apart. So that it can function simultaneously on a
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variety of different semantic levels or fragmented time itself, giving rise to genuinely allegorical
Tableaux.333
This method is perhaps nowhere more evident than in the use of space, which are not
articulated as ‘narrative space’ in a classical sense, but in a rather fragmentary way as ‘Tableau
space.’ Langford further went on to say that these Tableaux Vivants are created by much more
sophisticated means and often involve multiple shots. The stasis of the Tableau effectively puts a
hold on movement and allows time-image to emerge. Often it is through gestural performances,
poses, and postures that these Tableau images come into effect.334
In the final ending sequence of Broken Blossoms, as the Yellow Man confronts Burrows
and carries out his heroic act of revenge, the visual framing undermines his masculinity and points
toward his inability to integrate into the body politic.335 As the two characters face off, the Yellow
Man, hunched over, awkwardly pulls out a gun and aims. Significantly, behind Cheng on the wall
is a poster of Anglo boxers [Figs.16, 17] in gymnastics attire, upright, and in various athletic
stances. In this Tableau, according to Toth, “it is as if Griffith, accords Cheng the most power,
feels compelled to remind us of Cheng’s bodily deviance.” 336 The film underscores the point that
while Cheng may prevail over Burrows, it is not through his physical prowess, but instead through
what is essentially a clumsily-used phallic prop.337 Toth contends that “Cheng’s penultimate act,
killing Burrows, leads inevitably to his ejection from the film’s body politic.”338
Finding Burrows’ dead body, a group of Burrows’ friends rouses up the police and makes
its way to Cheng’s shop. According to Toth, initially, it appears as though Griffith will end the film
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with a lynching, although, of course, this one, unlike that presented in The Birth of a Nation, will
be condemned by most white viewers. Yet the final scene shows Cheng committing suicide,
stabbing himself after bidding farewell to Lucy’s corpse [Fig. 18]. “Perversely spinning
contemporary immigration debates, Griffith places the act of physical expulsion into the hands of
the expelled. Ultimately, then, the film disciplines and undermines its ideological message.”339
Broken Blossoms could not end here, Griffith image of closure, he chose a long, wide-open
shot that moves across Limehouse pier, a still landscape. We have seen this landscape before at the
Film’s opening. Now, the coda reverses the film’s opening shot that pans left to right across the
pier as a boat leaves the harbor [Fig. 19].

Without the Tableaux Vivants?

Without the Tableaux Vivants that evolve this paper, would Broken Blossoms be recognized
as an art film? I want to remind my readers that I am not the first person using Tableau Vivant to
identify Griffith’s artistic aura in this film. What I did was emphasized the Tableaux Vivants
meanings. Griffithian scholars, Andrew and Gunning, had already made several references to this
film's Tableau. However, they did not delve intensely into the representation or reasons for
Tableaux Vivants’ presence in Broken Blossoms.
What I did was to unfold this stasis, by alluding them to painting, architecture, and poetry.
Having done so, I argue that through these formats, this film is an art film. First. In each one of the
scenes that I took to make my point, were frames of mise-en-scène deliberately done by Griffith’s
slowdown in camera movement and shots of scenes that stood still for a longer time than the usual
standard format of the period. For instance, the Temple scene took thirty seconds, the Limehouse
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gothic scene took fifty seconds, and the store scene took much longer. Choosing these few
examples out of the many displayed in this film is to make my point. Griffith did this in each
instance to draw attention to its audiences, to absorb, to think, to digest, to shock one into
wondering why he did such a framing, and why he held these scenes so long. One reason can be,
seeking to intellectualize his audience, this new audience he wanted. Broken Blossoms unique
mise-en-scène encouraged the audience to wonder what would happen next, or perhaps to mirror a
role in a scene as theirs. Shannon Murphy, in her academic thesis Tableaux Vivant for Suffrage: An
Evening of Art and Politics at the Maxine Eliot Theatre, wrote.
When a Tableau Vivant assimilates the real with the ideal, it provokes a contrast for the
viewers. The ‘real’ is readily available to be interpreted, but the ‘ideal’ can only be created
by the viewers’ experience and the mystery of what will happen next. Is it a picture they
will remember? Will the picture change their perspective? As a living experience, the
medium sets viewers up for an engagement, unlike a painting or sculpture. The experience
could last even longer than a token photograph of the Tableau Vivant that the audience
could take home after the performance.340
The lasting effect heightened by the many factors of this film, for example, the hysterical
Lucy and Burrows physiognomic close-ups. The audience experienced some way or the other to
learn about their persona. Griffith’s art through signs of Red Scare, Racism, and Misogyny.
Murphy confirms, “As a medium, Tableaux Vivants has a history of effecting social and political
changes in American Culture.”341 Each of the Tableaux had a role in Broken Blossoms, and while
not all of them were there to allegorize something or someone, they were spectacular in other ways.
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The Tableau of the hands may seem insignificant, but Griffith was keen on everything that was in
his framing of a scene. The Temple Tableau suggests costume eloquence through a painterly
framing. The Limehouse Tableau suggests a grimy gothic atmosphere. The closet Tableau suggests
hysteria.
So, I think if these Tableaux framings were not adjusted to jolt the spectator’s attention
span, this film would not draw much attention. As mentioned earlier, films of this period were
ordinary melodrama carrying the same theme that most times, the audience knows what would be
the outcome. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms bring the same sort of melodramatic storyline; however,
the hero and heroine dies, a catastrophic premise in a film in this period. But this what makes this
film unique and artistic. The ending was a hard sell for Griffith and his audiences.

Conclusion.

In Broken Blossoms, Griffith employs Tableaux Vivant to address painting, architecture,
and poetry, yet, in its subtle manner, it conveys a strong message through acting costume, gestures,
and historical references. Griffith used these symbolic framing of this silent medium to reveal the
social ills, comparing the Eastern and the Western society and what they stood for. The Yellow
Man is a product of a supplicated culture and tradition. While Battling Burrows, the boxer trashes
about abruptly and gracelessly.342
However, this thesis premise is the importation of Tableaux Vivants, suturing this frozen
narrative movement with meaning. Griffith was always after his one art film. In making this film, it
was a labor of love and experience carried over from his past experiences. The Tableaux Vivants
used to critique Broken Blossoms artistic aura using practical and theoretical ideas, one can suggest
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that the approach encourages repetition and even creative plagiarism, however, it is not my
intention.
Some of Griffith’s images are dark, and others saturated in color, the temple scene,
Limehouse Gothic architecture, and the Yellow Man’s apartment. In Burrows’ home, the small
room is dingy with unmade bed-suggest a story of horror. The camera’s mostly static long shots
capture this dark narrative. In Imogen Smith’s Criterion article, she declares that.
People appear, sometimes as reflections in mirrors, sometimes passing in front of the
camera, sitting motionless, looking stranded in space and time the way people do in Edward
Hopper’s paintings. To some viewers, Hopper’s pictures suggest stories-generally in a noir
vein-but to me; they evoke people realizing their stories are “all used up” (To quote
Marlene Dietrich in Touch of Evil), that they will never move and nothing will change.”343
Broken Blossoms is like a ‘noir film’ where people comes from unmade beds and messy rooms; it
is a place where some are passing through, and some are hanging on, going nowhere, in the lowest
rung of shelter.
What Griffith was after, was the representation of intense private emotions, a goal that he
had inherited from the nineteenth-century novel. It took the readers inside the head of a character
and described the personal feelings and thoughts lurking there. Later, filmmakers, advocates of
montage, Kulechov, and Eisenstein would react against literary form by choosing the faces of their
actors to the expression of emotions, constructing images through the pure juxtaposition of images.
Nevertheless, Griffith’s aim was different. He wanted to turn the literary into a visual- to find
objective correlatives for what literature could do. Griffith would discover what he is looking for in
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his films quite similar to the works of American authors, Whitman and Emerson.344 Griffith had
always boasted, I would do anything to write as Walt Whitman. Broken Blossoms has answered
that call. Many film scholars from the film’s debut to the present day have noted this claim:
If Griffith thought of himself as an heir to the grand visual tradition, he went far beyond the
static world of the painter into the twentieth-century world of the moving art. He is one
more master in the line which descends from the early fifteenth-century artists who sought
to open magic windows on fairy lands forlorn.
Bernard Hanson345
Broken Blossoms: it is the first genuine tragedy of the movies. Mr. Griffith adaptation of
Thomas Burke’s grotesque story. “The Chink and the Child,” is extraordinarily
clever“….The visualizing of this bitter-sweet story is, I have no hesitancy in saying, the very
finest expression of the screen so far. There seems to be no setting or accessories which is
not correct in its finest details. The composition is a painter’s. The photography is not only
perfect, but, with caution, is innovative, and approximates, in its larger lights and
softnesses of close view, the details of bright and dark upon the finest canvasses in the
Louvres of the world.”
Julian Johnson 346
On the other hand, critics have indexed the film’s numerous forms of “perversion.”347 Lee argues
that the “melodramatic power of Broken Blossoms rests on its play between three powerful taboos:
pedophilia, miscegenation, and incest.”348 Lesage echoes Lee’s claims about the “rape” and
“seduction of the child,” but adds “racism, opium addiction, and physical violence” to the list of
perversities in the film.349 Marchetti goes even further, contending that “the film can be looked at
as a catalog of what society considers as sexual crimes, excesses, or perversions, including rape,
incest, sadism, masochism, pedophilia, necrophilia, fetishism, voyeurism, and prostitution as well
as miscegenation.”350
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Toth, “Peripheral Visions, Picturing Human Bodies in American Literature and Visual Culture,” 218.
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Lee, Orientals: Asian-Americans in Popular Culture, 129.
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345

This thesis begs throughout to address Broken Blossoms’ unique form of narrative,
interpreting Griffith's art film through this one variant- Tableaux Vivants. My position in this paper
is explaining the many Tableaux I see in the manner of freeze-frames, moments that stood still for
us the spectator to assimilate in our interpretation, what it allegorizes, why it is there, and it’s
meaning. In handling this enormous task at hand, during my discourse, as I unravel the story
of Broken Blossoms, I did select a few scenes to support my claim. The Temple scene, the
Limehouse scene, the Yellow Man's store and apartment scene and the closet scene. These
mentioned scenes conveyed one way or the other, a painterly, an architectural, a symbolic, and a
psychological message within a Tableaux Vivant format. Thus, this is my contribution to concur
D.W. Griffith's claim-'his one art film', as Andrew states.
Griffith’s genius was not so much in inventing techniques as in investing already
established procedures with appropriate dramatic functions: using close-ups to reveal crucial details
and for psychological interpretations; creating strong dramatic effects through intricate patterns of
editing; using flashbacks with keen insight to penetrate the interior existence of his characters.
Though many of Griffith's devices may seem elementary by today's standards, their original
discovery and application were of fundamental importance to the development of the medium, and
every director since Griffith has been indebted to his legacy.

(Berkeley: U of CA P, 1993): 33.
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Fig.1.1, Broken Blossoms.

Fig. 2. Broken Blossom.
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Fig.4. Broken Blossoms.

Fig 5. Broken Blossoms.
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Fig. 8. Broken Blossoms.
White women and non-white men, depicted in Broken Blossoms.
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Fig. 9. Broken Blossoms.

Fig. 10. Broken Blossoms.
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Fig. 13. Broken Blossoms.

Fig. 14. Broken Blossoms.
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Fig.15. Broken Blossoms.

Fig.15.1. Broken Blossoms.

Fig 15.2. Broken Blossoms.
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Fig. 16. Broken Blossoms.

Fig. 17. Broken Blossoms.
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Fig. 18. Broken Blossoms.

Fig.19. Broken Blossoms.
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